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Abstract 

 

Video surveillance applications have experienced an increase in demand over the last 

decade. Surveillance systems can easily be found in places such as commercial offices, 

banks and traffic intersections, parks and recreational areas. Surveillance applications 

have the potential to be implemented on a WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for 

Microwave Access) network. Moreover, WiMAX devices have been used widely in the 

market and WiMAX-based video surveillance products have also been available. As a 

radio technology, WiMAX is a wireless broadband system that offers greater capacity 

than WiFi networks and wider coverage than cellular networks. 

The acceptance of WiMAX in the market, the availability of WiMAX products and its 

technology excellence, contribute to the possibility of implementing it for surveillance 

application. However, since WiMAX is designed to accommodate various applications 

with different quality of service (QoS) requirements, dedicated surveillance network 

implementation of WiMAX may not achieve optimum performance, as all Subscriber 

Stations (SSs) generate the same QoS requirements.  

In the medium access (MAC) layer, this thesis proposes a bandwidth allocation scheme 

that considers the QoS uniformity of the traffic sources. The proposed bandwidth 

allocation scheme comprises a simplified bandwidth allocation architecture, a packet-

aware bandwidth request mechanism and packet-aware scheduling algorithms. The 

simplified architecture maximizes resources in the Base Station (BS), deactivates 

unnecessary services and minimizes the processing delay. The proposed bandwidth 

request mechanism reduces bandwidth grant and transmission delays. The proposed 

scheduling algorithms prioritize bandwidth granting access to a request that contains 

important packet(s). The proposed methods in the MAC layer are designed to be applied 

to existing devices in the market, without the necessity to change hardware. 

The transport protocol should be able to deliver video with sufficient quality while 

maintaining low delay connectivity. The proposed transport layer protocol is therefore 

designed to improve the existing user datagram protocol (UDP) performance by 
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retransmitting packet loss selectively to increase the received video quality, and 

utilizing MAC support to achieve low delay connectivity. 

In order to overcome the limitations of the lower layers, this thesis employs a rateless 

code instead of transport layer redundancy in the application layer. Moreover, this thesis 

proposes post-decoding error concealment techniques as the last means to overcome 

packet loss. 

To evaluate the performances of the proposed methods, simulations are carried out 

using NS-2 simulator on Linux platform. The proposed methods are compared to 

existing works to measure their effectiveness. To facilitate the implementation of the 

transport layer protocols in practical scenarios, UDP packet modification is applied for 

each transport layer protocol. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Motivation 
Video surveillance is an emerging application for activity and security monitoring. 

Outdoor surveillance applications can take advantage of a WiMAX network to provide 

installation flexibility and mobility. A WiMAX-based surveillance system can be 

implemented as a dedicated network serving only surveillance nodes to ensure high 

reliability. WiMAX technology offers high bandwidth connectivity and user mobility. 

As a broadband technology, WiMAX is able to provide a cell bit rate greater than 100 

Mbps, covering an area up to 50 km [1]. Such technology makes it possible to deliver 

high bit rate video application. Moreover, the mobility feature of WiMAX enables video 

surveillance to be attached to moving objects, such as public transportation or security 

patrols. The increasing number of surveillance application requires a broadband 

infrastructure. 

A WiMAX network is designed for multi-services, ranging from data to real-time 

applications, and low priority to higher priority. In current WiMAX architecture, a real-

time multimedia application is served by rtPS service, which requires QoS negotiation 

and the enforcement of traffic parameters [2]. When all subscriber nodes are intended 

for surveillance cameras that generate video traffic, the result is a high network load, 

over-utilizing rtPS service and under-utilizing other services; consequently, there is a 

waste of network resources. Due to the nature of similar traffic types in surveillance 

application, there is an adjustment requirement in current WiMAX network to be used 

as an infrastructure for the surveillance network. 

Furthermore, existing bandwidth allocations in WiMAX are designed in accordance 

with a multi-service platform; therefore, the performance may not be optimum for 

similar traffic-type services. An alternative solution is required for the surveillance 

application.  
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1.2 Problem formulation 
The use of WiMAX in a dedicated video surveillance network is realized by attaching 

surveillance cameras to subscriber stations (SSs). Video packets are generated by the 

SSs, transmitted over the WiMAX link and forwarded by the base station (BS) to the 

monitoring station through other types of network(s).  

 

Figure 1.1: Surveillance network components 

There are three important entities involved in the WiMAX-based surveillance network 

depicted in Figure 1.1: WiMAX link; end-to-end connection; and endpoints. The three 

entities lie on different layers: MAC layer; transport layer; and application layer. 

Therefore, a multi-layer approach is required in order to enhance the surveillance 

performance. 

1.3 Multi-layer approach 
Layered architecture represents a communication network in different layers. For 

instance, physical hardware is defined in physical layer. The goal is to simplify network 

understanding and interoperability between different communication devices from 

different vendors.  

This thesis uses a multi-layer approach to improve WiMAX performance for dedicated 

video surveillance networks. The multi-layer approach comprises three layers, including 

a MAC layer to improve WiMAX link, a transport layer to improve the end-to-end 

performance and the application layer as the last solution to overcome lower-layer 

limitations. 
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Although the IEEE 802.16 standard defines the signalling mechanisms for information 

exchange between BS and SS, including connection set-up, bandwidth request and 

MAP messages, the specification does not define a scheduling algorithm that allocates 

resources at the base station. Furthermore, the WiMAX bandwidth request-grant scheme 

is implementation-dependent. The MAC layer solution goal is to optimize the WiMAX 

link by using a particular bandwidth request mechanism and scheduling algorithm. 

The transport layer protocol enhances the existing unreliable protocol; whereby the goal 

is to reduce packet loss without injecting excessive delay. The goal of the application 

layer solution is to overcome the limitations of the lower layers. 

1.4 Aims and objectives 
The proposed techniques should meet the following aims and objectives: 

- The MAC layer methods should reduce delay and packet loss in the WiMAX 

link data transfer. 

- The MAC layer methods should be applicable to WiMAX devices available in 

the market without necessary changes to the hardware. 

- The transport layer protocol should reduce delay and packet loss in end-to-end 

connections. 

- The transport layer protocol should improve the UDP performance and extend 

its packets. 

- The application layer methods should enhance the video quality without 

requiring the lower layer to support additional work. 

1.5 Scope of the thesis 
This thesis proposes the MAC, transport and application layer techniques to improve 

WiMAX performance for dedicated video surveillance networks.  

In the WiMAX network, service types, bandwidth request mechanisms and scheduling 

algorithms are tuned in accordance with the surveillance traffic. The idea is to consider 

video packet priority, to reduce bandwidth request delay, and to enhance scheduling 

performance. 
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In transport layer protocol design, protocol also prioritizes the important packets, which 

have a greater impact on image quality. The designed protocol also takes advantage of 

the link support through the cross-layer schema. 

The application layer solutions are designed to overcome lower-layer limitations. 

Therefore, application layer retransmission is avoided as it burdens the lower layers. 

Instead, the application layer should be able to improve the received video quality based 

on the accepted packets.  

1.6 Contributions of the thesis 
The main contributions of this thesis are: 

- A flat service architecture for similar traffic patterns which allocates similarly 

resources to all incoming traffics. The service is selected based on its simplicity 

to reduce base-station load. 

- A bandwidth request scheme that facilitates fast bandwidth allocation. The fast 

request scheme combines contention and piggybacking request mechanisms. 

- Scheduling algorithms that allocate bandwidth based on packet priority. The 

priority selection not only depends on the existing request, but also detects the 

new request. The flat service architecture, the proposed bandwidth request 

mechanism and scheduling algorithms are published in [3]. 

- An efficient retransmission method for video traffic. The method is referred to 

as ‘inter-frame retransmission’. The proposed retransmission protocol is 

published in [4, 5]. 

- A cross-layer technique between the transport and MAC layers to reduce packet-

loss retransmission delay. This method uses an early bandwidth request schema 

to support retransmitted packets and is published in [6]. 

- Rateless code implementation on the WiMAX-based surveillance network. The 

powerful code enhances video quality in erroneous environments. The work is 

included in [6]. 

- Post-decoding error concealment techniques. Error concealment is applied to the 

received surveillance video in order to recover lost frames. Some of the 

proposed methods are assisted by comparison process prior packet transmission 

to the sender. The proposed techniques are published in [7]. 
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1.7 Outline of the thesis 
Chapter 2 provides the necessary background information about WiMAX systems, 

transport layer protocols and application layer techniques. A brief description of the 

evaluation method is also provided. 

Chapter 3 surveys WiMAX bandwidth request mechanisms, scheduling algorithms, 

unreliable protocol improvements and error concealment techniques. 

Chapter 4 proposes MAC layer improvement on WiMAX for a dedicated surveillance 

network, comprising flat service architecture, packet-aware bandwidth request 

mechanism and packet-aware scheduling algorithms. Simulation results show that the 

proposed techniques yield significant delay and PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio) 

improvements throughout the existing work for WiMAX-based surveillance networks. 

Chapter 5 proposes transport layer protocols that improve the existing unreliable 

protocol by using effective retransmission to reduce packet loss and explore support 

from MAC layer through a cross-layer approach. Simulation results show that the inter-

frame retransmission reduces packet loss and delays more effectively than the existing 

retransmission methods. Furthermore, the cross-layer technique achieves significant 

delay reduction and PSNR improvements over the existing protocols, including the 

UDP. 

Chapter 6 implements redundancy techniques and post-decoding error concealment 

methods in the application layer. Simulation results show that the application layer 

redundancy (rateless code) performs better than transport layer redundancy for both 

delay and PSNR. For error concealment techniques, the proposed post-decoding 

methods perform better than the basic frame copy method. 

In Chapter 7, the transport layer protocols are evaluated through a mathematical model. 

The model approaches the video traffic using a two-state Markovian model. Each 

transport layer protocol is presented by the probability values for both I and P frame 

states. Both application and transport layers are applied to WiMAX model. The analysis 

shows that the proposed protocols achieve delay and packet loss reductions across the 

existing protocols. 
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In Chapter 8, the transport layer protocols and error concealment techniques are 

accessed experimentally. The java programming language is employed to implement the 

proposed techniques. Experimental works are conducted over WiMAX and WiFi 

networks. The experiment results show that the proposed techniques achieve better 

performance than the existing techniques. 

Chapter 9 concludes this thesis. 
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Chapter 2 Background 
Background 

 

2.1 Surveillance technologies 
Video surveillance applications have experienced an increase in demand over the last 

decade. Surveillance systems can easily be found not only in places that are sensitive to 

safety, such as commercial offices, banks and traffic intersections, but also in other 

areas, such as in parks and recreational areas. 

The surveillance technologies have moved from non-real-time systems, where videos 

are stored and analyzed when unusual situations arise over a given period of time, to 

intelligent surveillance systems that employ intelligent analysis for real-time image 

sequencing without human intervention. The invention of digitally-based camera and 

recording systems has also shifted surveillance systems from using VCR (Video 

Cassette Recording) to IP surveillance. Although most research fields on video 

surveillance are dominated by the application layer process, such as motion detection, 

classification, tracking and behavioural analysis, surveillance infrastructure research is 

important to support efficient and robust surveillance networks [8].  

Most current Closed-circuit television (CCTV) and IP surveillance systems use coaxial 

and ethernet cable networks for indoor surveillance. Outdoor surveillance applications 

rely on wireless LAN and point-to-point radio technologies. Although research on the 

use of cellular networks for surveillance application exists [9-11], its real 

implementation is hardly found due to the limitations of the channel bandwidth. 

WiMAX is a wireless broadband technology that offers greater capacity than WiFi 

networks and wider coverage than cellular networks. WiMAX experiences intensive 

development of the standard from a fixed broadband wireless application [12]; mobile 

WiMAX [13], up to a standard with 4G capabilities [14]. This makes WiMAX a 

promising technology for video surveillance infrastructures. Surveillance applications 

have the potential to be implemented on a WiMAX network, such as multi-surveillance 

cameras placed on high roof tops in urban areas, high speed point-to-point wireless 

surveillance, and multi-node rural and mobile surveillance. 
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2.2 Communication protocol 
According to Stalling [15], a communications protocol is a set of rules required to send 

a Protocol Data Unit (PDU)) from one node to another in a network. A PDU, or data, 

contains a header and payload. A protocol defines how the header and payload to be 

written and processed. A protocol is usually written in computer programs that 

communicate with each other through routine calls. Since communication involves 

hardware and application software, understanding the protocol process will be complex 

and confusing. Instead of implementing the protocol program by program, separating 

the process into specific sub-tasks will ease protocol design. The protocol architecture 

simplifies protocol modules into a vertical arrangement, while the architecture defines 

protocol in a layered manner. 

The Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) reference model was developed by the 

International Organization for Standardization (ISO) [16] as a protocol model and 

framework. The model consists of seven layers: 

- Application layer; provides user access to OSI environment 

- Presentation layer; defines data presentation (syntax) 

- Session layer; manages communication stages from establishment to termination 

- Transport layer; provides reliable, transparent transfer of data between 

endpoints, provides end-to-end error recovery and flow control 

- Network layer; ensures the upper layers are independent of data transmission 

and switching technologies 

- Data link layer; provides for the reliable transfer of information across the 

physical link 

- Physical layer; deals with physical medium. 

However, most protocols do not implement all the layer separation defined in OSI. The 

model is then left behind. Conversely, TCP/IP architecture has become more accepted 

than the OSI model. The TCP/IP suites were mature and well tested, preceding other 

OSI based protocols. The TCP/IP architecture contains: 

- Application layer 

- Host-to-host (transport) layer 

- Internet (network) layer 
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- Link layer (MAC and PHY layers). 

Since TCP/IP architecture dominates current protocol architectures, the TCP/IP model 

is used throughout this thesis. The following discussion highlights the MAC layer 

(WiMAX systems), unreliable transport layer protocol and application layer techniques. 

2.3 MAC layer: WiMAX systems 
The WiMAX standard was published initially in 2001 [12] and operates on 10 to 66 

GHz frequency band; however, this was not suitable for urban areas. The IEEE 802.16a 

standard [13] enables the physical (PHY) layer to operate in the lower frequency band 

of 2 to 11 GHz. The 802.16e [14] improves previous versions by enabling the MAC and 

the PHY layers to support mobility features. 

2.3.1 WiMAX architecture 
The basic WiMAX network consists of one BS and one or more SSs. There are two 

modes of operation; point-to-multipoint (PMP) and mesh mode. In PMP mode, all SSs 

communicate through the BS, while in mesh mode; the SS can communicate directly 

with each other. This thesis focuses on the PMP network. 

 

Figure 2.1: WiMAX frame structure 

The communication link between the BS and the SSs consists of an uplink (UL) path 

(from SS to BS) and downlink (DL) path (from BS to SS). Uplink and downlink 

transmissions use frequency division duplexing (FDD) and/or time division duplexing 

(TDD) techniques. The WiMAX frame format consists of a DL sub-frame and a UL 

sub-frame (Figure 2.1). The DL path is a broadcast channel, sending the DL-sub-frame 

from the BS to all the SSs. The DL-sub-frame contains mapping information for both 

DL and UL transmissions. The main load is the DL data in the form of bursts and the 
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UL-sub-frame is sent from SS to BS. The UL path is a TDMA (time division multiple 

access) channel. The UL-sub-frame accommodates signal ranging, bandwidth request 

and UL data bursts. The SSs send data based on the allocated bandwidth in UL-MAP. 

There are gaps between the UL and DL sub-frames; namely, the TTG and RTG. The 

TTG (transmit/receive transition gap) is a gap between the last DL burst and the first 

UL burst. TTG aims to provide sufficient time for the BS to switch from transmit to 

receive mode. The RTG (receive/transmit transition gap) provides time for the BS to 

switch from receive to transmit mode. 

 

Figure 2.2: WiMAX MAC architecture [17] 

Figure 2.2 shows the functional architecture of the WiMAX MAC layer. The 

architecture draws a logical connection between one BS and N number of SSs. A 

WiMAX SS requests bandwidth from BS by using a particular mechanism before 

sending data, depending upon the service type. The SS queues data in its MAC buffer, 

waiting for transmission. Since bandwidth request duration is limited, if SS misses the 

nearest bandwidth request opportunity, it should wait at least one frame period for 

another opportunity. The BS receives the SS bandwidth requests and processes them 

based on the type of the service. SS requests are then scheduled in the BS. Once 
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bandwidth is granted by BS, SS receives notification in the UL-MAP of the next DL-

sub-frame. The SS sends data in the following UL-sub-frame.  

The scheduler in SS is important when there is more than one connection in one SS. 

Each connection requires an ID and its own bandwidth request. There are two 

bandwidth grant schemes in WiMAX; grant per connection (GPC) and grant per SS 

(GPSS). However, in the latest version of the standard, GPC has been omitted; 

therefore, the SS scheduler is often ignored as bandwidth is allocated to one SS. The 

scheduler in the BS is not defined in the standard and is left for vendor implementation. 

The BS scheduler and bandwidth request mechanism are designed according to user 

requirements. The following section provides details about MAC layer components. 

a. Connection establishment 

The SS should establish a connection with the BS before starting a conversation. Figure 

2.3 depicts the connection establishment process of SS to enter a WiMAX network [18]. 

Initially, SS scans the DL channel to synchronize the air interface of the WiMAX link. 

If the working frequency and time slots are synchronized, SS obtains the network 

information from the DL-sub-frame. Then, SS contends to request initial ranging; SS 

should read the UL-MAP to adjust the power level. Once ranging is complete, the SS 

informs its capabilities to the BS and the BS shares its capabilities with the SS. Next, 

the SS authenticates its identity and registers with the BS. The SS obtains an IP address 

to the BS before making a connection. Periodical ranging is performed to ensure the SS 

has sufficient power to perform the transmission. 
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Figure 2.3: Connection establishment 

The WiMAX standard defines three type of connections; basic, primary and secondary. 

Basic connection is intended for ranging and power control, as well as changing the data 

burst profile; primary connection is allocated to security management; and secondary 

connection is for data transfer and higher layer messages. A WiMAX connection is 

assigned to specific QoS parameters and a 16-bit connection ID (CID).  

b. MAC frames 

A MAC frame is a sequence of bytes that represents both the DL and UL sub-frames, 

and is also referred to as a MAC packet data unit (PDU), consisting of 6 bytes MAC 

header, maximum 2041 bytes payload and an optional 32 bits CRC (cyclic redundancy 

check). Only the bandwidth request message has no payload.  

WiMAX MAC has fragmentation features. The longer packet, known as the service data 

unit (SDU), can be transported by several PDUs. There is additional allocation for the 

fragment header in PDU payload. Besides header insertion for SDU fragmentation, 

header insertion can also be used for piggybacked bandwidth requests. A brief 

explanation of bandwidth request is provided in Section d. 
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c. WiMAX services 

The BS serves the SSs based on rules negotiated during the establishment of the 

connection. The type of service depends on the requested scheduling, which quantifies 

the QoS requirements used by the BS when allocating bandwidth. There are five types 

of scheduling services, as defined by the IEEE 802.16 standard: 

- Unsolicited Grant Scheme (UGS) service has the highest priority. The service is 

designed to support constant bit rate (CBR) traffic that generates fixed size data 

in a constant period, such as T1/E1 connection and VoIP, without silence 

suppression. During connection establishment, the SS declares the required 

bandwidth, bandwidth allocation interval and maximum tolerable delay. BS 

allocates periodically the requested bandwidth. 

- Real-time Polling Service (rtPS) supports real-time variable bit rate (VBR) 

service flow, such as MPEG video and VoIP, with silence suppression. The BS 

provides request opportunities to SSs with rtPS traffic by issuing polls 

periodically. The SS requests bandwidth without contending other SSs. Polling 

and request processing makes rtPS generating an additional delay in the 

bandwidth request-allocation process.  

- Enhanced Real-time Polling Service (ertPS) combines the efficiency of the UGS 

and the rtPS classes. The typical application of this type is VoIP with silence 

suppression. The ertPS service allows SS to employ both reservation and on-

demand bandwidth request and allocation. 

- Non Real-time Polling Service (nrtPS) is used for non-real-time VBR 

application, such as the FTP application that requires a minimum bandwidth 

guarantee but can tolerate a longer delay. The nrtPS uses the same polling 

mechanism as rtPS; however, the SS is also allowed to contend for bandwidth 

request opportunity. 

- Best Effort Service (BE) is intended for the best effort traffic that does not have 

any specific QoS requirements, such as telnet or http connections. The BE 

requires SS to request bandwidth. 
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d. Bandwidth request and bandwidth allocation scheme 

Bandwidth request-allocation mechanisms manage and satisfy the UL bandwidth needs 

of the SSs. The mechanisms allow the SSs to indicate dynamically their bandwidth 

requirements.  

The SS informs the BS of its bandwidth needs by sending a request message, which 

indicates the amount of bytes waiting for transmission at the SS queue. The standard 

supports different methods by which an SS can send the request to the BS. The SS 

requests bandwidth to the BS, either by a stand-alone BW-REQ message or a 

piggybacked request.  

The stand-alone requests can be made using either unicast polling or a contention 

request. For the former, the BS allocates an opportunity for an SS to send its bandwidth 

request; while, for the latter, the SSs contend to send BW-REQ messages in the UL 

bandwidth request contention slots. The SS considers a request is lost if no data grant 

has been given in the UL-MAP within a certain time interval. The time interval is called 

T16 timer in the 802.16-2004 standard or contention-based reservation timeout in the 

802.16e amendment. Bandwidth request losses are handled by a truncated binary 

exponential backoff (BEB) algorithm, which allows the retransmission of lost BW-

REQs. The piggybacking method uses the grant management sub-header to attach a 

bandwidth request to a UL data packet. 

The BS manages bandwidth perception to satisfy the UL bandwidth needs of the SSs. 

The perception management policies in the BS employ the algorithms that are 

implementation-dependent and not specified in the IEEE 802.16 standard. The BS 

optimizes the bandwidth requirement of the SSs by allocating the physical slots to the 

UL sub-frame and informing the SSs through UL-MAP, which is broadcast in the DL 

sub-frame. 

2.3.2 Research on WiMAX 
WiMAX has attracted significant interest from all subjects of wireless communications, 

including researchers, students, engineers and operators. Current WiMAX research 

involves optimization of components that are not defined in standard, handover issue, 
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WiMAX coexistence with other networks, analysis of various components of the 

standard, security and other related issues. 

The scheduling algorithms, which create perception policies to allocate WiMAX 

resources, are not defined in the standard. Research in [19] divided WiMAX scheduling 

into two categories; channel-unaware and channel-aware. The channel-unaware 

schedulers do not consider the channel condition for scheduling decisions, while the 

channel-aware schedulers exploit the channel characteristics of the requests. This thesis 

introduces the scheduler classification based on the traffic generated by the SSs: traffic 

content aware and traffic content un-aware schedulers. There are some schedulers that 

are not aware of the traffic content, such as Round Robin (RR); Weighted Round Robin 

(WRR); Deficit Round Robin (DRR); FIFO (First In First Out); Earliest Deadline First 

(EDF); and Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ). Moreover, other schedulers are traffic-

aware, such as frame-based [20] and priority-based EDF [21].The recognition of the 

traffic content is an improvement on the traffic-aware scheduler and Chapter 3 will 

explore this topic in more detail. 

The call admission control (CAC) is also an open issue in WiMAX, as it determines the 

performance of the existing connections when a new one is admitted. The token bucket 

approach [22] and QoS hierarchy [23] are the example works on CAC.  

The success of the mobility feature in WiMAX depends on the capability of performing 

fast, seamless handovers. Although the standard [13] has defined the MAC-layer 

handover management, which is expected to provide seamless handovers of fewer than 

100 ms and almost zero packet loss for the SS speed of 120 km/h [24, 25], the path to 

commercialization of a full mobility is a research challenge that lies in the already 

standardized handover methods. Excessive scanning and association may occur when 

there is more than one neighboring BS [26], suspension of data exchange during 

scanning process [27] and disruption time during the handover [28]. 

Deploying two different systems in the same area using adjacent frequency bands leads 

to coexistence issues. Interferences introduce capacity degradation of both systems. The 

challenge posed by the coexistence issue is how to reduce the impact of frequency 

interferences. Coexistence research between WiMAX and other networks focuses on 
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how to avoid frequency conflict and how to manage integration with existing 

technologies.  

Coexistence WiMAX and WiFi occur mainly in unlicensed ISM frequency operations. 

Both systems have heavy interference risks, as both are designed to work in the same 

frequency [29]. Unlike WiFi, Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) coexistence 

results in minor interferences, as CDMA and OFDM are completely different 

technologies [30]. Vertical handover and Joint Radio Resource Management (JRRM) 

have been proposed as a solution for overcoming the coexistence issue between 

WiMAX and HSPA [31]. Ultra wide band (UWB) frequency is often used for short-

range radio devices, such as PC peripherals. A coexistence solution between WiMAX 

and UWB device is found by decreasing power level of the UWB device. Detection and 

Avoidance Algorithm (DAA) [32] and Spectrum Sensing Algorithm (SSA) [33] have 

been proposed. Since each technology experiences a different degree of development, 

research challenges on coexistence are wide ranging. 

Many research challenges remain in relation to WiMAX and they are not limited to 

those described above. Internal challenges come from the development of the new 

WiMAX standard, while the external challenge is competition from technologies, such 

as 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) [34]. 

2.4 Transport layer protocols 

2.4.1 Unreliable transport layer protocol 
The unreliable transport layer protocol in the TCP/IP stack is UDP. Delay-sensitive 

applications, such as real-time communication, networked games and streaming 

applications, use UDP as the transport layer protocol [35]. The characteristics of the 

UDP, which do not require retransmission and allow application-dependent data rate, 

make it suitable for those applications [36].  

 
Figure 2.4: UDP header, from [35] 
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Another reason to use UDP for delay-sensitive applications is low protocol overheads. 

Figure 2.4 presents the UDP headers. Shaded fields are provided by upper layer. The 

UDP header contains only source and destination ports, data length and checksum. The 

latter is optional; if the checksum is enabled, the packet is discarded if an error detected. 

2.4.2 The need to improve the unreliable protocol 
A wireless link is subject to signal interferences, noises and low signal strength, which 

can cause high packet loss. Since UDP does not provide retransmission for discarded 

and lost packets, the use of UDP for video transmission over radio link can cause an 

unacceptable ratio of lost packets.  

A single packet loss can cause noticeable disruption in video rendering. Packet loss also 

can cause propagated error in video decoding. Therefore, there is a need to improve the 

unreliable protocol. Although the delay characteristic of UDP is desirable, packet loss in 

wireless transmission should be reduced. Chapter 4 of this thesis proposes 

improvements to the unreliable protocol by using an effective retransmission scheme 

and optimizing support from the lower layer. 

2.5 Cross-layer techniques 
The TCP/IP protocol stack defines separation layers for IP-based networks that work 

independently. Data are passed from one layer to another by using header encapsulation 

and de-capsulation. As shown in Figure 2.5, each layer adds headers to user data 

(application byte stream). The transport layer header and data form a TCP segment or 

UDP datagram. Additional network addressing headers create a network packet, while 

the MAC header creates a MAC frame.   

 

Figure 2.5: TCP/IP data encapsulation 
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Although each header passes to lower layer, upper layer headers are not readable to 

lower layer entities, because they are intended for the same layer entities at other 

communication endpoints. Only the same layer entity can read information in the 

header; each layer is completely separate. This idea of layer separation may work well 

in wired media, as the communication channel is not prone to channel condition. 

However, layer separation performs poorly in a wireless environment, as device 

characteristics and channel quality vary quite often [37, 38].  

The cross-layer approach is considered a proper solution for wireless communication as 

it enables each layer to interact by passing information uni-directionally or bi-

directionally through separate PDU or existing PDU headers. Upper layer headers may 

be set as readable by the lower entity at the same endpoint. Raisinghani and Iyer [37] 

outlined a cross-layer possibility in different layers. 

Chapter 3 of this thesis discusses the cross-layer scheme between MAC and transport 

layers. The cross-layer scheme is intended to support the designed transport layer 

protocol. 

2.6 Application layer techniques 
Research on improving multimedia streaming is not limited solely to the lower level of 

network stack, but also to the application layer. Vandalore et al. [39] classified 

application layer techniques into three levels: encoding, streaming and operating 

system. 

Encoding refers to the format of the streamed video and the quality of the streamed data, 

and deals with video compression techniques. There are discrete cosine transformation 

(DCT), wavelet encoding, and proprietary compression methods. The quality of video is 

determined by adjusting the frame rate or video resolution. 

The streaming techniques are performed in two ways; passive or reactive. The passive 

method optimizes the usage of network, while reactive methods modify traffic (such as 

encoding properties) to suit the network.  

The passive method can use either layered encoding or redundancy. Layered encoding 

translates video data into several layers. The base layer has minimal video information, 

and additional layers add quality to the video. The more the layer is sent, the higher 
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network bandwidth is required and the higher video quality is received. The redundancy 

method uses additional data with the video data; for example, Forward Error Correction 

(FEC), which sends checksum redundancy to minimize the error rate.  

Rate shaping is an example of the reactive method that uses a feedback mechanism to 

decide which quality is best for streaming data. The buffer occupancy level is the 

network feedback source. This feedback is used to change the streamed data in the 

passive method. 

Chapter 5 of this thesis discusses the implementation of rateless code and error 

concealment techniques for the application layer improvement of WiMAX for dedicated 

video surveillance network. Both rateless code and the proposed error concealment 

techniques use passive redundancy. 

Operating system (OS) level techniques may not be needed as the performance of 

computer systems has increased significantly, especially in processor speed and 

memory capacity. The OS scheduler, which assigns priority to multimedia applications, 

is an example of the OS method. 

2.7 WiMAX simulation 
Simulation is an appropriate method of examining the performance of a system. 

Simulation avoids costly assessment in a real system and shortens the time for obtaining 

the final results. Implementing the proposed adjustment of MAC layer on the real 

WiMAX device could be very expensive, as researchers should have access to device 

firmware as part of the manufacturer’s copyright. Simulation is the right choice to 

represent the system by employing some assumptions from the original, without 

reducing the accuracy of the results. 

There are many WiMAX simulators available, either open source or commercialized. 

Opnet, Qualnet and Matlab are examples of commercial simulators. The open source 

simulators, such as NS-2 and omnet++, are alternatives that have similar capabilities to 

the commercialized ones.  

This thesis uses NS-2, which is used widely to simulate wireless networks. The decision 

to use NS-2 is motivated by the easiness of packet header modification and monitoring 

for performance evaluation purpose. The NS-2 simulator used in this thesis is version 
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2.34, accompanied by the external WiMAX module developed by the NIST [40], 

channel and error models, and an Evalvid evaluation framework. 

2.7.1 NS-2 simulator 
The NS-2 simulator, a discrete-event network simulator was developed by the 

University of California, Berkeley and maintained by the University of Southern 

California. NS-2 uses two languages: C++ and OTcl (object oriented extension of Tcl 

language). The object-oriented part of the simulator is written in C++ for fast and 

efficient execution, while OTcl is used for configuration, such as network structure and 

topology. 

The simulator is developed for research and education in protocol and network design. 

NS-2 was intended originally for wired networking, but is now used widely to simulate 

wireless networks [41]. NS-2 provides various protocol modules, network and traffic 

types. 

Since NS-2 does not provide a WiMAX module in its package, some researchers and 

institutes offer WiMAX modules, such as the National Institute of Standards and 

Technology (NIST) [40] and the Network and Distributed Systems Laboratory (NDSL) 

[42]. The NIST and NDSL modules offer partial fulfilment of the standard. The NIST 

WiMAX module uses OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) scheme 

with mobility, fragmentation supports. Conversely, the NDSL WiMAX uses OFDMA 

(Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access) scheme with CAC support. Since this 

thesis considers the mobility of the subscriber stations, the NS-2 simulator is patched 

with the NIST WiMAX module. 

2.7.2 NIST WiMAX Module 
The NIST module was built according to the WirelessMAN-OFDM with configurable 

modulation. The UL and DL connections are separated by Time Division duplexing 

(TDD). The module provides spaces for authentication and scheduling, so that 

researchers can implement their research by modifying these spaces. By default, there is 

no authentication in the network entry stage and round robin is the basic UL schedulers. 

The module also supports scanning and handovers, as well as fragmentation and frame 

reassembling. 
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Figure 2.6 highlights the structure of the NIST WiMAX module. The primary 

Mac802_16 module extends the MAC module within the NS-2 simulator. There are six 

major components of the module: peer node; connection; service flow; classifier; 

scheduler and statistics. Peer node module records information about peers, including 

the SSs and BS. 

 

Figure 2.6: The NIST WiMAX module[40] 

Since WiMAX uses the grant per SS scheme, each peer has only one connection. The 

properties of the incoming and outgoing connections are managed by connection 

module. Each connection can contain several service flows, which are handled by the 

service flow module. The classifier module records and processes the incoming and 

outgoing packets. The scheduling algorithm is implemented in three scheduler modules. 

The NIST WiMAX module and the enhancements added to NS-2 can be validated in 

several ways to test and verify the correctness of the added functions and the 

compliance to the IEEE 802.16 standard. Some of the validation methods are link 

adaptation, data rate validation, frame validation and QoS validation. The link 

adaptation is to validate the correct trend of the Signal to Noise Ratio based on SS 

positions; the data rate validation measures the cell bandwidth consistency; the frame 
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validation is to check the frame format in TDD mode; and the QoS validation to check 

the correctness of each class of service. The NIST module validation has been presented 

in many works [142-144], this thesis uses data rate validation to ensure the surveillance 

system works in a non-saturated network. 

2.7.3 Channel model 
Channel models are used extensively in site planning, particularly for wireless coverage 

feasibility studies and network adjustment. The channel model in the network simulator 

is also required in order to approximate signal propagation. The channel models can be 

categorized as: empirical, deterministic and stochastic [43]. Empirical models are based 

on observations and measurements, and the empirical channel models are usually used 

to predict the path loss. The deterministic channel models use electromagnetic wave 

analysis to determine signal power reception. Stochastic channel models approximate 

the channel as a series of random variables.  

Among the models, the empirical models require the most extensive data. The study on 

specific channels usually makes use of the most likely propagation model of the 

available propagation data. Once the referred model is available, the empirical model 

yields the most valid results. The example of empirical models is the two-ray 

propagation model [44], the Stanford University Interim (SUI) [45] and the COST-231 

Hata model [46]. 

The deterministic models intensively use mathematical formulae and often require a 

complete 3D representation of the environment. However, the basic deterministic 

models, such as the ray tracing model [47], can provide a quick propagation model. 

As most surveillance applications are implemented in a well-known communication 

link, this thesis uses a two-ray propagation model for a good propagation environment 

and COST-231 model for an erroneous environment. 

2.7.4 Error model 
The channel models adjust simulations to achieve a realistic environment model. 

However, the final result of the channel models is only received signal strength. A 

simulator cannot determine whether or not the received signal level contains error; 
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therefore, an error model is required when simulating wireless networks with erroneous 

channels.  

This thesis uses a 2-state Markov model in the NS-2 simulator for surveillance 

application in an erroneous environment. This model tracks the received signal in either 

good (G) or bad (B) states, either of which may generate errors. If (1 - k) and  (1 - h) are 

dependent error rates in good and bad states respectively, p is the probability of error 

transmission providing the previous transmission was successful, and r is the probability 

of successful transmission if the previous one was in error. The 2-state Markov model is 

illustrated in Figure 2.7. 

 

Figure 2.7: The 2-state Markov model 

The error rate PE is determined by the stationary state probability πG and πB, which exist 

if p>0 and r < 1, as given by [48]: 

P = (1 − k)π + (1 − h)π                                            (2.1) 

π =
r

p + r                                                          (2.2) 

π =
p

p + r                                                          (2.3) 

In order to obtain the error rate, parameters p, r, k and h should be solved. There are 

some approaches to obtain these values. This thesis employs the simple Gilbert model, 

which assumes a good signal produces successful transmission (k=1) and a bad signal 

causes errors (h=0). The error rate is set initially to 0 to reflect the best transmission 

environment, and set to 0.1 to represent an error-prone environment. 
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2.7.5 Evaluation framework 
In order to evaluate the received video in NS-2 simulations, this thesis uses the Evalvid 

evaluation framework. Evalvid is a tool-set for evaluating video quality transmitted over 

a real or simulated communication network [49]. Figure 2.8 depicts the framework. 

A video source file is encoded and compressed by the video encoder. The video source 

used in Evalvid can be either in the YUV CIF (352 x 288) or YUV QCIF (176 x 144) 

format. The video encoder and decoder use the NCTU codec [8] and ffmpeg [9]. The 

video sender (VS) reads the compressed video file and transmits it over a real or 

simulated network. The VS also generates a video trace file for the Evaluate Trace (ET). 

The video packets are received at the Play-out Buffer and decoded into a YUV format. 

 

Figure 2.8: The Evalvid framework 

By comparing the trace files, ET creates reports of loss and jitter. The fix video (FV) 

substitutes the lost parts of the received video to produce a video reference for 

comparison purposes. The evaluation parameters are then computed to express the 

received video performance. 

In order to implement the Evalvid framework in the NS-2 simulator, the approach that 

was described in [50] is used. Ke, Lin and Shieh [50] added three connecting interfaces 

to the NS-2 simulator, namely MyTrafficTrace, MyUDP and MyUDPSink, so that the 
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trace can be generated by NS-2. The Evalvid implementation in NS-2 can be seen in 

Figure 2.9. 

MyTrafficTrace reads the video file, converts video frames into smaller video packets 

and then sends the packets to the transport layer. The MyUDP module is the extension 

of the transport layer module, which handles host-to-host communication. MyUDP 

records the packet sent to the other point. In contrast, MyUDPSink receives the sent 

packets and records the packet sequence, size and receiving time in the trace file. 

Finally, the ET module of the Evalvid framework computes the performance of the 

generated trace files.  

The transport layer part of this thesis modifies MyUDP and MyUDPSink modules in 

order to accommodate the proposed techniques. 

 

Figure 2.9: The Evalvid framework 

2.7.6 Evaluation metrics 
As this thesis proposes multi-layer improvements on video surveillance applications 

over WiMAX, performance metrics are required to assess the level of improvement 

relative to the existing methods.  
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The video evaluation metric is required to measure video degradation caused by media 

transmission or processing system. The measurement can be performed objectively or 

subjectively. The widely-used objective video quality evaluation is peak signal to noise 

ratio (PSNR). Subjective video evaluation estimates viewer opinion through quality 

scaling; for example, minimum opinion score (MOS) [51], which is not used in this 

thesis.  

Although other metrics can be found throughout this thesis, the main performance 

metrics are delay and PSNR. Packet delay is the time difference between packet 

transmission and packet reception. PSNR is a well-known objective metric for assessing 

the application-level quality of video transmissions. The PSNR is computed as the 

difference of the luminance component Y of source and destination images: 

푃푆푁푅 (푑퐵) = 10푙표푔
푟

∑ [I (m, n) − I (m, n)],
MxN

                         (2.4) 

where r is the maximum image fluctuation, MxN is the image size; I1 and I2 are points 

of the compared images.  

In some sections, packet loss is presented instead of using PSNR. This is applied to 

large video transmissions, as PSNR comparison for long video duration in Evalvid 

evaluation framework is not realistic. This thesis also uses additional metrics for 

explanation purposes; for example, interface queue (IFQ) and requested bandwidth. 

Those metrics are discussed in subsequent sections. 

2.7.7 Simulation scenario 
The simulation scenario in this section is applied to the chapters using the NS-2 

simulator to evaluate the performance of the WiMAX network.  

The simulation scenario uses a basic PMP system where the WiMAX network has a 

single BS with several SSs communicating with it. The number of SSs is set to 4 as 

system capacity is limited. The Each node had a different speed to represent some 

possible surveillance positions. Node 0 was fixed (0 m/s); Node 1 was set to a walking 

speed of 1.39 m/s; Nodes 2 and 3 were assumed to be in a public transportation vehicle, 

such as a bus or tram; Node 2 moved at 4.44 m/s; and the speed of Node 3 was 6.67 

m/s. The single cell network configuration is shown in Figure 2.10.  
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Figure 2.10: Network configuration 

The WiMAX transmitter power and receiver threshold were set to provide a 1000 m 

coverage radius. The modulation scheme was 64 QAM. When the surveillance system 

applied in non-error prone environment, a two-ray ground propagation model was used, 

but when the link is erroneous, the Hatta model is selected.  

The DL to UL ratio was set to 0.3, which means that 30% of the network resources were 

allocated to DL. The simulated surveillance application had 4 mobile nodes (MN) 

within one base station. The number of mobile nodes was chosen to simulate a non-

saturated network, which means that the traffic load was smaller than the network 

resources. This is important as a surveillance network should provide sufficient 

bandwidth in order to maintain video quality.  

By using constant bit rate (CBR) tests from 1 to 15 Mbps, the saturated UL bandwidth 

is obtained and presented in Figure 2.11a. The network can accommodate total UL 

traffic up to 7Mbps. When total traffic exceeds this figure, the network throughput is 

saturated at 7 Mbps, which means that maximum network throughput is 7Mbps.  

Since the proposed methods deal with packet/frame types, the traffic load is increased 

based on I-frame rates instead of the number of SSs. The total video rate for each 

simulation is depicted in Figure 2.11b. 
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a. Network throughput 

 
b. Total network traffic 

Figure 2.11: Network and total traffic throughputs 

The traffic sources were generated from akiyo_cif.yuv video, a YUV CIF video file 

taken from [52]. Its video trace was used as simulated traffic in the NS-2 simulations, 

where the received patterns were reconstructed based on the original video. The traffic 

generation, reconstruction and evaluation in the NS-2 simulator were based on the 

Evalvid video evaluation framework from [49, 50], as discussed in Section 2.6. 

When frame priority was applied, the prioritized frames were set for I-frames. All the 

packets generated from these prioritized frames were assigned as prioritized packets. 

Table 2.1 summarizes the traffic load parameters. 
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Table 2.1: Simulated traffic parameters 

Parameter Value 

Video sequence 

Frame rate 

Frame type 

Video codec 

Video bit rate 

Packet size 

Group of Pictures 

akiyo_cif.yuv 

30fps 

IPP 

MPEG4 

559.35 Kbps for GOP 30 

1024 bytes 

3, 5, 8, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45 

 

The performance evaluation was conducted by observing the sending and receiving of 

ports in each connection. The measurement in the NS-2 simulator refers to those in 

[50].The main performance metrics are the average delay and PSNR of the 4 nodes. 

Measurement points are in SSs (sender) and in monitoring unit (receiver). The PSNR is 

obtained by reconstructing the video from the received packets and comparing it with 

the original source 

2.8 Summary 
This chapter describes the layers involved in the performance enhancement of the 

WiMAX-based surveillance network, in addition to the simulation components used in 

performance evaluation. 

WiMAX MAC architecture, services, bandwidth allocation and associated research are 

highlighted briefly to give an overview the opportunity of MAC performance 

enhancement in WiMAX-based video surveillance. In transport layer, UDP advantages, 

drawbacks and the need to improve it are summarized.  UDP is used as the base of the 

proposed protocol in WiMAX-based video surveillance. Classification of the 

application layer techniques is presented as a direction in which the work is performed. 

The cross-layer techniques as the multiple layer coordination are also presented. 

Finally, this chapter explains the NS-2 simulator, WiMAX module, traffic sources, 

channel and error models that are used as the simulation evaluations in most of this 

thesis.  
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Chapter 3 Related works 
Related works 

 

3.1 WiMAX for surveillance network 
Fixed surveillance applications have been used widely to provide activity and security 

monitoring. However, mobile surveillance application is still restricted by the speed 

limitation [53]. WiMAX technology has attracted researchers to study its technology 

and its implementation, including for surveillance application. Although WiMAX-based 

surveillance implementation remains limited, the technology has potential to be used as 

surveillance infrastructures. 

The research on the use of WiMAX for surveillance application work in two areas: 

implementation and performance enhancement. The surveillance implementation 

researches are performed either by using real devices or through simulations. Generally, 

the works assess the possible surveillance topologies, interaction among surveillance 

components, as well as the video surveillance quality assessment. Chang et al. [54] 

studied WiMAX-based surveillance application for the disaster-field command system. 

The work was performed in the lab using real devices. Their research integrated the 

mobile sub-system with the command center. Besides using the full network, WiMAX 

can be combined with other networks, such as ethernet. Aguado et al. [55] analyzed and 

simulated the implementation of WiMAX to connect with an ethernet-based CCTV 

network in a moving train to the monitoring center.  

The problem with the study in terms of implementing WiMAX-based surveillance in a 

real device is that there are limited opportunities to modify physical and MAC layers as 

access to the device is restricted. Therefore, this thesis does not implement lower layer 

modification on experimental implementation. 

The WiMAX-based surveillance performance enhancements are conducted in 4 

different layers: MAC; network; transport; and application layers. The network layer 

enhancement is performed when the assessed surveillance network is vast or its 

topology is a mesh network. For instance, Ababneh and Rougier [56] considered a mesh 

surveillance network in their study and proposed a routing scheme. This thesis considers 
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that network layer enhancement is not significant, as most surveillance networks are 

centralized and mesh topology is rare.  

There are various researches on MAC, transport and application layer improvements on 

WiMAX. However, only a few were focused on WiMAX-based surveillance. FEC 

adjustment [53], WiMAX-based surveillance using SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) 

[56],and adaptive coding for video surveillance [57] are examples researches on MAC, 

transport and application layers respectively. 

3.2 WiMAX bandwidth request mechanisms 
Existing literatures discussed bandwidth request in WiMAX in two forms: modeling the 

mechanisms and proposing the enhancements. Research in [2, 61-67] presented 

mathematical models for bandwidth request mechanisms. There are various bandwidth 

request models, such as the slotted Aloha-based model [58]; Queue-based model [59]; 

Calculus-based model [60], Control theory-based model [17]; and Markov Chain-based 

models [2, 61-67]. Fallah et al. [61] concluded that the slotted Aloha scheme cannot 

accurately model the 802.16 contention access. The Queue-based models were used for 

polling-based bandwidth requests; the Calculus-based method is derived from the 

Queue-based model; the Control theory-based models consider the stability factor and 

the Markov Chain based models are the most frequently-used models in 802.16 

analysis. The models proposed in [2, 61-64] are intended for contention request, the 

work in [59] is for unicast or polling based request, and literature [65] discussed both 

bandwidth request mechanisms. In those models, the analysis was performed either in 

saturated or non-saturated network conditions. Vu, Chan and Andrew [2] emphasized 

that a saturated condition is important for understanding upper-bound performance. 

However, Ni, Hu and Vinel [63] considered that networks typically do not operate in 

saturated conditions.  

Besides contention and unicast requests, there is another mechanism known as 

piggybacking bandwidth request. Literature [66, 68] detailed the bandwidth request 

mechanism. Contention request with piggyback [66] is a method that rides alongside the 

bandwidth request for the remaining data into data burst if the allocated bandwidth is 

not sufficient to carry all data available in the queue. For instance, if the requested 

bandwidth is 1500 bytes but the allocated bandwidth only covers 1000 bytes, the 
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bandwidth request for the remaining 500 bytes is piggybacked into data burst. A 

contention request with piggyback is aimed at a single frame backoff [66], which means 

only one contention request for the separated data bursts. He et al. [67] proposed an 

analytical model for a contention request with piggyback. Results from [66, 67] show 

that a contention request with piggyback outperforms the standard contention request.  

The previous paragraphs focus on bandwidth request modeling. The following 

discussion summarizes briefly the existing enhancement on bandwidth request 

mechanisms in the standard. The improvements to the existing contention-based 

bandwidth request emphasized the modification of the truncated binary exponential 

backoff (TBEB). Kwak et al. [68] proposed an exponential increase exponential 

decrease (EIED)-based contention resolution mechanism for ranging in the WiMAX 

network. The EIED was used initially in 802.11 networks [69]. The objective of the 

EIED backoff algorithm is to minimize the collision probability by randomizing the 

transmission timing. The contention window (CW) size is adjusted dynamically 

depending on the collision history; increasing whenever a collision occurs, and 

decreasing when transmission is successful. The idea was improved by Rajesh and 

Nakkeeran [70], who enhanced EIED backoff with multi-stage contention resolution 

(MSCR) for the WiMAX network. The MSCR reduces the overlapping probability of 

backoff counters among stations. The Utility Based Backoff (UBB) Algorithm was 

proposed by Thapa and Shin [71] for initial ranging in the WiBro network. In UBB, 

instead of using an exponential increment, the CW increment is the function of 

satisfaction utility of the SS on its deferred backoff value on the previous state. The 

higher the backoff value in a previous state, the lower the range of CW size and vice 

versa. The method proposed by Chou et al. [72] simply adjusted time dynamically out 

of the backoff algorithm to achieve a better contention request. 

Improvements to unicast bandwidth requests have been proposed in some literatures 

[73-75] for different applications. Mukul et al. [73] proposed a capacity increment on 

current bandwidth request, which is allocated for the next rtPS traffic. The method 

performs well when bandwidth is overwhelming; however, the method potentially 

reduces network performance as the additional bandwidth may be wasted. Liu and Chen 

[74] proposed an adaptive bandwidth request by adjusting the transmission sequence of 

the polled traffics. Although the authors claimed the method performed better than the 
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original scheme, it requires a major change to the standard as the slots must be 

rearranged into contention free and contention period slots. Nie et al. [75] proposed an 

adaptive polling service (aPS) that considers the ON/OFF mode of the traffics. During 

ON periods, polling intervals are fixed and short, while OFF periods polling intervals 

are lengthened exponentially. The method depends heavily on the precision of the 

ON/OFF period of the traffic. Although it also proposed piggybacking, the method may 

produce excessive unloaded traffic. Park [17] proposed a simple and efficient UL 

bandwidth request algorithm for the ertPS scheduling mechanism; however, it was 

intended for SS side. Lee et al [76] proposed the CDMA code-based bandwidth request 

scheme, but time out and code adjustment require processing time that is not suitable for 

uniform real-time video traffic. 

Pries, Staehle and Marsico [77] proposed and analyzed the performance of contention 

request, which piggybacks the bandwidth request for the next incoming data into the 

current data burst. Such piggybacking is appropriate when the traffic has a constant rate, 

so that the incoming number of bytes is known. Otherwise, the number of requested 

bytes in a piggyback should be predicted. The latter scheme is called as ‘next frame 

piggyback’. 

3.3 WiMAX scheduling algorithms 
Scheduling algorithms are implementation-dependent and not specified in the standard. 

The basic legacy scheduler is Round Robin (RR), which examines and allocates 

bandwidth requests sequentially. The Weighted Round Robin (WRR) and Deficit 

Round Robin (DRR) modify the RR scheduler by applying different weights that 

represent node selection frequency. FIFO or FCFS (First Come First Served) prioritizes 

services based on the earliest arrival time. While the EDF, a well-known scheduling 

algorithm, prioritizes a node with the earliest deadline, Weighted Fair Queuing (WGQ) 

uses separate FIFO queues and processes non-empty queues simultaneously. 

Sophisticated schedulers, such as EDF and WFQ, may not work properly in dedicated 

surveillance networks as the schedulers work according to different priorities for 

different traffics, while in dedicated surveillance networks, traffic is uniform. 

Dhrona et al. [78] evaluated various scheduling algorithms for UL traffic in the 

WiMAX network. Among the schedulers, Hybrid EDF, WFQ and FIFO produce the 
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highest throughput. Hybrid schedulers, which employ multiple legacy schemes, have 

also been evaluated in [79, 80]. They perform better than the legacy algorithms as they 

satisfy the QoS requirements of the multi-class traffic. Each scheduler serves a different 

traffic class in a strict priority manner; for instance, the hybrid EDF, WFQ, and FIFO in 

[78, 79] employ the EDF scheduler for rtPS service, WFQ scheduler for nrtPS service 

and FIFO scheduler for BE service. In a dedicated surveillance environment, where 

traffic is video, the hybrid scheme is not appropriate.  

Noordin and Markarian [19] classified schedulers into two types: channel-unaware and 

channel-aware schedulers. Channel-unaware schedulers assume that physical properties 

are stable. The paper also proposed a strict priority scheduler with minimum bandwidth 

allocation to avoid bandwidth starving. The scheduler is channel-unaware, but considers 

indirectly channel quality. Since its priorities are set for different service classes, the 

scheduler is not suitable for uniform traffic. Literatures [81-83] include other examples 

of channel-unaware schedulers. 

A cross-layer scheduler, in contrast, is a channel-aware scheduler. The cross-layer 

scheduler in [84] obtains parameters from another layer and adjusts them within the 

current layer. The cross-layer algorithm in [85] employed a priority function at MAC 

layer and a slot allocation policy at physical layer. The scheduler used connection 

history in the allocation decision. It reallocates the slots from the most satisfied user to 

the most unsatisfied user. Although the scheduler increased fairness, the system 

capacity decreased. The scheduler in [86] has four scheduling stages. In the first stage, 

the priority queue allocates directly UGS traffic; the remaining classes are rescheduled 

using WFQ. The weight is calculated in accordance with priority and channel quality. 

The remaining bandwidth is prioritized to the latency-sensitive BE. If there is more than 

one BE traffic, RR is employed. Although the author claimed that the scheduler 

achieves both system capacity and fairness, the multi-stage scheduler imposes a higher 

delay on BE traffic. Literature [87] proposed a cross-layer scheduling algorithm for 

multiple connections with diverse QoS requirements, where Adaptive Modulation and 

Coding (AMC) and Genetic Algorithm schemes were employed depending on the 

quality of the wireless channel. The scheduler increases system capacity, but does not 

consider the delay.  
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Despite the system capacity increment offered by the cross-layer schedulers, the 

processing time is increased. Since all surveillance nodes intensively send video data, 

cross-layer schedulers may impose a high processing delay. The dedicated surveillance 

network is expected to have proper network planning; therefore, poor channel quality in 

one node may not affect other nodes. 

There are many schedulers designed for various WiMAX-based applications, such as in 

literatures [88-93]. Works [88, 89] proposed schedulers for voice-over internet protocol 

(VoIP) application over WiMAX. Brahmia et al. [90] and Wang et al. [91] provided 

scheduler design for internet protocol-based television (IPTV). Sabri et al. [92] 

modified rtPS by reducing adaptively the polling interval to improve VBR performance 

in UL WiMAX. Although the proposed method improves video streaming performance, 

it is still bound to the unicast bandwidth request. Wu et al. [93] investigated scheduling 

for multiple connections in a single SS. The scheduler was designed for SS. 

In video streaming, packet types become important as video codec generates frames 

with different priorities. Packet-aware scheduling for video traffic was introduced in 

[20, 21]. Kang and Zakhor [20] proposed a scheduling algorithm based on an unequal 

deadline threshold for wireless video streaming (frame-based scheduling). The SS 

scheduler increases the deadline from 0 (I-frame) to maximum value (P-frame 

immediately before I-frame). The frame-based scheduling performs better than EDF for 

video transmission as I-frame is prioritized. Wang and Liu [21] proposed priority-based 

EDF, which modified the deadline requirement based on frame type. Basically, the 

work is similar to [20], except that it considers other traffic classes. Both methods 

perform similarly in uniform video surveillance, as only one traffic class is involved. 

The frame and priority-based EDF are sorting schedulers.  

3.4 Unreliable transport layer protocol 
In early video streaming applications, content is transferred via two modes: point-to-

point and point-to-multipoint. One of the most popular video streaming applications 

using both modes is video traffic transmission for television (TV). In this application, 

the TV station sends video traffic to the relay station through a leased line channel using 

either wired or wireless technologies. The relay station broadcasts video in point-to-

multipoint mode to the TV receivers. In the rapid development of internetworking, 
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online video application has become a popular application. Besides point-to-point and 

point-to-multipoint modes, the increasing demands on file sharing enhance the 

popularity of peer-to-peer systems. The scalability and accessibility of these systems 

motivated research on peer-to-peer streaming applications [94]. Rapid video application 

developments have generated interest in exploring approaches to increase live video 

streaming performance [95]. One way is to improve the transport layer protocol [96].  

Traditionally, video streaming uses UDP as the transport protocol [35]. UDP does not 

perform retransmission and error recovery, both of which are attractive for delay 

sensitive applications. However, a wireless channel and physical hardware are 

characterized as bandwidth limited and unreliable, which induce packet losses as a 

result of channel interferences and network congestion.  

In order to improve video streaming performance, UDP should be enhanced to reduce 

packet loss rate. UDP improvement has been proposed in many ways, such as by adding 

TCP properties to UDP [97-99], utilizing CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) within UDP 

packets [36, 96], or applying NACK-based retransmission [101-102]. Adding TCP 

properties could reduce the congestion problem in UDP; however, it could change the 

nature of the unreliable protocol. For example, RUDP (Reliable UDP) [97], which uses 

congestion control mechanism, acknowledgement and re-transmission services, often 

experiences delays as high as TCP [103]. DCCP (Datagram Congestion Control 

Protocol) [98] implements two types of congestion control; TCP-like and TFRC (TCP 

Friendly Rate Control)-like. DCCP relies on client feedback to perform congestion 

control. Loss of feedback packets may reduce DCCP throughput as the DCCP Sender 

assumes packets are not received and the sender adjusts the sending rate to half. 

Misperception of DCCP rate control can result in the underutilization of networks.  

Conversely, CRC-based protocols, such as UDP-lite [36], may pass unacceptable error 

packets to the upper layer. Although it preserves the unreliability of UDP, UDP-lite is 

not compatible with traditional UDP applications, and error packets may exert problem 

in the application layer [104]. Another CRC-based improvement is CUDP (Complete 

UDP) [96], which integrates error information in the link and transport layers. However, 

the protocol is bound to the link layer and is sensitive to network congestion.  
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Although retransmission was abandoned in CRC-based improvement, NACK-based 

protocols, such as BVS (Broadband Video Streaming) [102], are compatible with 

existing UDP applications. Moreover, video streaming applications are frame-

dependent, which means the frame decoding may require other frame(s) to decode; 

therefore, retransmission delay could be neglected. The main problem of existing 

NACK-based protocols is that not all are designed for video transmission. Only BVS is 

intended for media streaming; however, this protocol uses multiple retransmission 

requests for separated packet loss in one video frame, thereby rendering retransmission 

ineffective. 

There are few existing works on transport layer protocols that employ NACK-based 

retransmission in various applications. In high speed networks, UDT (UDP-based Data 

Transfer) [100] and RBUDP (Reliable Blast UDP) [101] were proposed based on UDP. 

Both protocols aimed to solve the TCP weakness that underutilizes high-speed networks. 

UDT employs both ACK and NACK packets. The ACK packet carries information 

regarding reception speed from the receiver. The sender keeps increasing the transfer rate 

until it receives the NACK packet, which communicates that packet loss has occurred. 

The sender then decreases its transfer rate. In contrast, RBUDP employs only NACK 

packet, which sends a TCP request-reply to acknowledge lost packets in a UDP-based 

bulk transfer. If UDT schedules a NACK packet to be sent as soon as possible when 

packet loss is detected, RBUDP sends a NACK packet when the bulk transfer is finished.  

BVS protocol [101] was intended for media streaming and also employs NACK to 

inform the sender that packet re-transmission is required. BVS applies retransmission 

only to prioritized packet(s). Furthermore, Fox [105] implements NACK as an option for 

providing a more efficient TCP operation over a network with a high bandwidth-delay 

product, such as satellite networks. TCP with the NACK option sends the NACK packet 

to the sender when the packet sequence is incomplete. Tezcan et al. [106] surveyed 

various acknowledgement-based protocols in wireless sensor networks. Work in [107] 

combines ACK and NACK to provide reliability in point-to-point data transfer within 

wireless sensor networks. NACK has also been used intensively in multicast networks.  

The NORM (NACK Oriented Reliable Multicast) protocol [108] provides a reliable 

transport protocol from one or more senders to a group of receivers in multicast 
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networks. The protocol employs both ACK and NACK. NACK is sent to request missing 

or repaired data. The NORM protocol employs NACK in two ways; spontaneously, 

when loss is detected; and scheduled, using a timer. 

 

Figure 3.1: Existing NACK scheduling 

NACK scheduling refers to the moment when a NACK packet is transmitted. NACK 

scheduling on existing protocol is classified in two types: quick response and delayed 

response, as shown in Figure 3.1. Quick response scheduling requires the receiver to 

send a NACK packet to the sender as soon as packet loss is detected. In contrast, the 

delayed response scheduling receiver sends a NACK packet at a particular time or to a 

specific event. The NACK scheduling in UDT [100], BVS [102] and TCP protocol in 

[105] are categorized as quick response. Meanwhile, NACK scheduling in RBUDP [101] 

is delayed response scheduling. NORM [108] implements both quick and delayed 

response NACK. 

3.5 WiMAX Cross-layer techniques 
Many researchers explore the cross-layer techniques in WiMAX; examples of which are 

presented in literatures [19, 109-114]. Most WiMAX cross-layer approaches explore 

PHY or MAC layer properties. For instance, Noordin and Markarian [19] use PHY 

properties to support MAC layer scheduling. The proposed scheduler implemented a 

cross-layer optimizer between MAC and PHY layers in order to maximize WiMAX 

performance. The optimizer collects data from both layers and returns the optimized 

parameters for bandwidth allocation in MAC layer as well as the coding selection in 

PHY layer. Besides optimizing the schedulers [19], the cross-layer is also employed to 
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enhance data transfer related to video codec [109-111]. Meddour et al. [109] used MAC 

properties to optimize unicast and multicast video streaming, while Martini and Hewage 

[110] explore the MAC layer burst to insert sync-words for video-frame synchronization 

enhancement. Al-Jobouri et al. [111] adjusted the rateless code by using FEC 

information that reflects the channel condition. The handover process can also take 

advantage of the cross-layer techniques to become seamless [112]. 

Besides the MAC-PHY cross-layer to enhance WiMAX scheduling, MAC-Network 

cross-layer provides a seamless handover and PHY-Application or MAC-Application 

cross-layer enhances video transfer. Moreover, the cross-layer approach can be used to 

enhance the performance of multi-type of networks. Castro and Fernandez [113] 

employed a cross-layer technique to dynamically optimize the hybrid satellite-WiMAX 

network’s capacity. Layers 2 and 3 combinations in [114] improve the vertical handover 

performance between WiMAX and 3G networks.  

The work detailed in Chapter 4 completes the cross-layer schemas by proposing the 

cross-layer between MAC and transport layers. The proposed Transport MAC cross-

layer protocol provides high performance end-to-end transport layer connection in 

WiMAX networks to replace the existing UDP protocol. The protocol does not aim to 

compete with the existing cross-layer works, as each has a different emphasis. The 

MAC-PHY, MAC-Application and the proposed cross-layer could be incorporated to 

achieve the anticipated performances. 

The cross-layer between the MAC and transport layer protocol has been used explicitly 

in some existing reliable transport layer protocols that employ congestion controls, such 

as in [115, 116]. Ye et al. [115] used the cross-layer method to provide fairness for some 

TCP flows. Work in [116] proposed WCCP (Wireless Congestion Control Protocol), 

which is effective only for a static ad hoc network and adjusts the sending rate based on 

channel utilization. However, reliable-based protocols are not suitable for multi-sources 

real-time video transmission over WiMAX, as those protocols exert tremendous delays. 

Unlike reliable protocols, the proposed cross-layer does not explore channel quality to 

support congestion control. The protocol is intended to improve the existing unreliable 

protocol; therefore, the implemented methods should not remove the nature of the 
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unreliable protocol. The congestion avoidance is performed as simply as possible and the 

retransmission effort is performed only once. 

3.6 Error concealment techniques 
Although multiple layer improvements are implemented, lost packets may always exist 

in wireless video transmission. Error concealment is considered as the last means to 

overcome packet loss that reduces video image quality. Moreover, it replaces the lost 

packet by using information from others. There are two well-known error concealment 

techniques: the frame copy method and motion vector copy method. Both have been 

implemented in the H.264/AVC codec [117, 118].  

Most researches focus on motion vector based error concealments, whether spatial error 

concealment, temporal error concealment or their modification [117-125]. Chien et al. 

[117] assumed that a single video frame coded to a single packet would maximize the 

bandwidth. The authors proposed an algorithm to select the maximum motion vector 

different and refine the lost area recursively. In [118], multi-frame error concealment was 

proposed. The proposed algorithm estimates the distortion of both the lost frame and its 

succeeding frame, and selects the recovering modes. The author also introduced 

complexity adaptation to achieve optimal complexity-distortion. Pyun [119] proposed an 

error concealment aware error resilient streaming video system. The streamer selects the 

suitable error concealment method per macro block and sends the selected code to 

decoder. Suissa et al. [120] proposed a full search and a spiral search to conceal the lost 

area using a block motion copy. 

Conversely, the frame copy method is considered too simple, since it is uses part of 

another image to replace the lost one; thereby producing a rough contour. Many papers 

use the frame copy method as the lowest performance to compare and only few research 

use this method. For example, Kim, Ryu and Jayant [126] used this method within frame 

smart skipping to conceal frames lost during the handoff process. Although the motion 

vector (MV) error concealment method is the more popular of the two, its 

implementation has drawbacks as its computational cost is higher [119]. Bo and Gharavi 

[124] reported that MV-based error concealment, for example optical flow, was not 

always preferable to frame copy as the larger motion picture will reduce the accuracy of 

MV. Chapter 7 explores post-decoding error concealment methods based on the partial 
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frame copy method and applied after decoding process. The proposed error concealment 

can be used to complement the existing methods and the additional solution if the current 

error concealment techniques fail. 

3.7 Summary 
This chapter has described related works on WiMAX-based surveillance, WiMAX 

bandwidth request and scheduling, unreliable protocol improvements and error 

concealment techniques. 

Research on WiMAX-based surveillance remains limited. The existing works assess 

either WiMAX implementation or the received video quality enhancements.  

WiMAX bandwidth request mechanisms and scheduling algorithms have been presented. 

The bandwidth request mechanism in WiMAX standard comprises contention request, 

unicast request and piggybacking. Most existing works on bandwidth request require 

major changes to the standard, such as the replacement of TBEB algorithm. On the other 

hand, the WiMAX scheduler is left empty as it is implementation-dependent. Existing 

schedulers comprise legacy schedulers, hybrid schedulers, cross-layer-based schedulers 

and packet-based schedulers. 

There have been many researches on improving unreliable transport layer protocols, 

either using TCP properties, error correction within transport layer packets or applying 

retransmission. However, there was a limited study on transport layer protocol designed 

specifically for WiMAX-based video transmission. 

Error concealment can be used as the last means to recover packet loss, and employing 

such techniques can improve video surveillance. 
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Chapter 4 MAC layer: Bandwidth allocation 
MAC layer: Bandwidth allocation 

 

4.1 Introduction 
WiMAX devices have been used widely in the market [127]. WiMAX-based video 

surveillance products have also been available, as in [128, 129]. The acceptance of 

WiMAX in the market, as well as the availability of WiMAX products, contributes to 

the possibility of adopting it for surveillance application. However, since WiMAX is 

designed to accommodate various applications with different quality of service (QoS) 

requirements [12], dedicated surveillance network implementation of WiMAX may not 

achieve optimum performance, as all SSs generate the same QoS requirements. Each SS 

transmits real-time video, which is classified as rtPS. There are no UGS, ertPS, or BE 

traffics. The scheduler cannot implement traffic type priority; therefore, service 

classification does not work as expected. Furthermore, since rtPS uses the unicast 

bandwidth request mechanism, all nodes will make unicast reservation when requesting 

bandwidth. This will generate a higher delay as the base station (BS) will poll all 

subscriber stations (SSs). Moreover, if the number of SSs is greater than the maximum 

polling capacity, then, besides leading to high delay, one or more SS(s) will experience 

bandwidth starvation.  

Furthermore, when all nodes generate video traffic, the scheduler cannot differentiate 

traffic based on the standard class of service. The BS should take frame classification as 

the basis for priority selection. 

This chapter addresses the issues mentioned above. The major contributions of this 

chapter are simplified bandwidth allocation architecture, packet-aware bandwidth 

request mechanism and packet-aware scheduling algorithms for dedicated video 

surveillance application with real-time uniform video traffics. The proposed architecture 

considers the uniformity of the traffic sources. Instead of using the rtPS class, this thesis 

implements best-effort services for all traffic sources. The proposed bandwidth request 

mechanism and the scheduling algorithms consider packets of the frame types. The 

proposed methods consider priority distinction for different frame types. The 
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advantages of the proposed bandwidth allocation are transforming the general purpose 

WiMAX network into a special purpose dedicated video surveillance network. The 

proposed methods are designed to be applied to existing devices in the market, without 

the necessity of changing the hardware.  

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 outlines the details of 

the proposed WiMAX bandwidth allocation architecture, bandwidth request mechanism 

and scheduling algorithms; Section 4.3 explains the evaluation method; Section 4.4 

presents the results of the method’s evaluations; and Section 4.5 concludes the chapter. 

4.2 Proposed methods 
The proposed methods are intended for a dedicated surveillance network, which is 

assumed to be operational in a non-saturated condition. The SSs are connected to BS in 

point-to-multipoint topology. Each SS generates a video stream and transmits in the UL 

channel. Since there is only a single traffic source in each SS, the SS scheduler is not 

considered. BS receives video traffic from SSs; therefore, the traffic is assumed to have 

a uniform QoS requirement. 

The proposed methods aim to minimize the transmission delay and maximize the 

quality of the received video. The objective of the simplified architecture is to maximize 

resources in BS, deactivate unnecessary services and minimize the processing delay. 

The proposed bandwidth request mechanism is intended to reduce transmission delay 

caused by the transmission request process. The proposed scheduler maximizes the 

quality of the received video. Since each SS produces a single video traffic, the grant 

allocation is based on GPSS.  

In the following discussion, the bandwidth allocation architecture is initially defined, 

then suitable bandwidth request mechanism and scheduling algorithms are proposed. 

4.2.1 Flat service class architecture 
The assessed WiMAX-based dedicated surveillance network is assumed to use the same 

bit rate setting in all SS cameras. The generated traffic is uniform and behaves similarly. 

In such conditions, fairness is achieved when the class of service for all traffics is 

similar. Real-time video traffic is supposed to be classified as rtPS in the WiMAX 

standard, which results in the rtPS service being maximized and other services not being 
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utilized. Since rtPS uses unicast request mechanism, BS should poll individually the 

SSs. The rtPS service also performs additional tasks to determine transmission 

parameters. These facts potentially result in WiMAX-based video surveillance with rtPS 

experiencing high delay. 

BE outperforms rtPS for uniform video traffic. This may be caused by the WiMAX UL-

sub-frame providing K-slots for contention requests and the BE service allowing SS to 

contend a request whenever there are data to send. Therefore, BE is used for all traffic 

sources. Moreover, BE is relatively simple to supply as it does not involve QoS 

negotiation and enforcement of traffic parameters [2]. 

The bandwidth allocation architecture in WIMAX is redefined to retain only the BE 

service. Figure 4.1a shows the original architecture in WiMAX standard where various 

classes of service feed the schedulers. This standard architecture shows that scheduling 

occurs in both BS and SS sides. Each service type is bound to the respective bandwidth 

request mechanism. Since the UGS, ertPS, nrtPS and BE do not have traffic in the 

examined dedicated surveillance network, the allocated processor power to poll and 

memory resources for queue in BS and SS schedulers are wasted. Besides consuming 

BS and SS resources, the systems may exert more processing delays.  

The redefined architecture avoids such waste by deactivating the un-used resources and 

allocating resources to the active service. Instead of providing various services for each 

SS, BS serves only BE service. BS employs only contention-based bandwidth request 

mechanism. Memory resources in BS are allocated to a single BE queue for each SS and 

the processor does not need to poll other services. The BS scheduler is designed only to 

serve BE. On the SS side, only the BE service is activated. Since there is only one 

traffic source in each SS, SS does not require a specific scheduling algorithm. Figure 

4.1b shows the proposed architecture.  

By implementing the proposed architecture, BS and SSs in the proposed dedicated 

WiMAX-based surveillance network are expected to provide more processing power 

and memory resources in order to minimize the processing delay. 
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(a). Original architecture, taken with permission from [17] 

 
(b). Simplified architecture 

Figure 4.1: Bandwidth allocation architectures 
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4.2.2 Packet-aware bandwidth request 
The proposed packet-aware bandwidth request mechanism aims to reduce the delay. It 

implements two techniques, the reduced contention window to serve traffic from the 

prioritized frames (I-frames) and next-frame piggybacking to serve the non-prioritized 

video frames (P-frames and/or B-frames). The bandwidth request selection can be 

expressed as follows: 

퐵푊 푟푒푞푢푒푠푡 =  푅푒푑푢푐푒푑 푐표푛푡푒푛푡푖표푛 푤푖푛푑표푤, 푖푓 푓푟푎푚푒 푡푦푝푒 = 퐼          
푁푒푥푡 푓푟푎푚푒 푝푖푔푔푦푏푎푐푘, 퐼푓 푓푟푎푚푒 푡푦푝푒 = 푃 표푟 퐵             (4.1) 

The following description explains the details of each mechanism. 

a. The reduced contention window 

As mentioned in Section 3.2, there are various techniques proposed to replace the 

existing truncated binary exponential backoff (TBEB) technique in the WiMAX 

standard. However, this thesis employs the existing TBEB in the standard, so that the 

proposed change is more applicable to the existing devices.  

The TBEB algorithm determines the random integral number of contending nodes 

chosen from interval [0, Wi-1]. There will be a significant reduction of contending 

nodes, since only I-frames require contention bandwidth request. The faster the request 

is sent, the lower the bandwidth request delay. Therefore, the CW size reduction is 

proposed. Unlike the method proposed in [12], which adjusts dynamically the timeout, a 

fixed CW size adjustment is chosen to avoid unnecessary delays, as the timeout 

adjustment is restricted by WiMAX-frame allocation. 

The new backoff window size can be assigned as a reduction percentage of P and B-

frames: (∑푃 푠푖푧푒 + ∑퐵 푠푖푧푒) 퐼 푠푖푧푒⁄  within one group of picture (GOP). The CW 

reduction is proposed as the number of contending SSs decreases. However, in order to 

reduce calculation delay, a 50% reduction is used. Therefore, the new random integral 

number for contending nodes is chosen from the interval [0, 0.5(푊 − 1)]. If collision 

occurs, the increment will be 푊 = 2 푊 , 푖 ≠ 0, where 푊 = 0.5 푊 . 

By using the TBEB analysis proposed by Chen and Tseng [13], the probability of a 

successful request, 푃  is a function of the number of available request slots 푠 and the 

expected number of contending nodes, 푛 . That is, 
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푃 =  
푠 − 1
푠

 

                                                   (4.2) 

where the expected number of contending nodes is defined as 

푛 =  푛
푛
푛 1 −  푒 .                                            (4.3) 

Here, 휆 is distributed Poisson arrival rate, f is the frame duration, n is the number of SS, 

and 푛 푛⁄  is the probability that one SS sends a bandwidth request. The average 

number of requests 푛 , and the average request processing time 푛 , are functions of 

the contention window 푊 , 푖 = 1,2 … ,푚, and collision probability, c. 

푛 =  ∑ 푖(1 − 푐)푐 + (푚 + 1)푐                                  (4.4) 

푛 = (1− 푐)푐 푘 + 푐 푗          (4.5) 

The TBEB performance for the arrival rate and CW reduction is depicted in Figure 4.2. 

If initial arrival rate and contention window are λ=120 and Wo=8 respectively, the 

replacement of P-frames bandwidth request using next frame piggyback reduces the 

arrival rate. The TBEBs for reduced arrival rates (λ=100 and λ=80) produce higher 

successful probability than TBEB with λ=120. Arrival rate and CW reduction from 8 to 

4 provide more improvement in the successful probability.  

 
Figure 4.2: Performance of TBEB 
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Although the proposed TBEB performance degrades when the number of SSs increases, 

the surveillance network is assumed working on a non-saturated network with an 

acceptable maximum number of SSs. 

b. Next-frame piggyback 

This thesis proposes the next-frame piggyback method to serve traffic from the P-

frames. The method allocates the bandwidth request for the next frame 푛 + 1 in burst of 

frame 푛 as discussed in [77]. However, the capacity of the next frame 푛 + 1 is 

predicted, as the size of frame 푛 + 1 is unknown when sending frame 푛.  

If the number of bytes in the current queue is 퐵 , the allocated bandwidth is 퐵  and the 

predicted next frame bytes is 퐵  then the number of bytes of the piggybacked request 

is: 

푃퐵 = (퐵 − 퐵 ) + 퐵                                                                     (4.6) 

Since the value of 퐵   is predicted, there is a chance that the predicted bytes are less 

or more than the actual ones. If Equation 4.6 for the next frame request is rewritten 

to 푃퐵 = (퐵 − 퐵 ) + 퐵 , the first right part determines whether the allocated 

bandwidth satisfies the SS need. If  퐵 − 퐵 = 0, then the allocated bandwidth is 

precisely as required by SS. However, if 퐵 − 퐵 > 0, the allocated bandwidth is 

less than bytes in the SS queue. Data will be sent in more than one burst, which 

potentially generates higher delay and jitter. However, if 퐵 − 퐵 < 0 then the 

allocated bandwidth is higher than the available data. Consequently, (퐵  − 퐵 ) 

bandwidth is wasted.  

Figure 4.3 presents the results of the constant 퐵   prediction using the average frame 

size and the maximum frame size for the first 29 P-frames of the video trace Akiyo [52] 

with GOP 30. The piggybacked value is based on the predicted value and data size in 

buffer. If the allocated bandwidth is greater than that required, the frame will be sent in 

one data burst and the anticipated delay is minimal. However, because the allocated 

bandwidth is higher than required, bandwidth is wasted. Conversely, if the allocated 

bandwidth is lower than the required one, piggybacking occurs and the frame will be 

sent in more than one burst, thereby increasing delay.  
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The average frame size prediction reduces wasted bandwidth, but increases delay 

(Figure 4.3a). The maximum frame size prediction minimizes delay, but wastes more 

bandwidth (Figure 4.3b). 

 

a. Average value prediction 

 

b. Maximum value prediction 

Figure 4.3: Piggybacked and wasted bandwidth 
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4.2.3 Packet-aware non-sorting schedulers 
As shown in Figure 4.1b, the scheduler inputs in the BS are best-effort traffic. BS is 

expected to process bandwidth requests as soon as they arrive and allocates the decision 

to the nearest DL burst. In order to achieve objective, the BS scheduler should have a 

low processing delay.  

Most popular schedulers mentioned in Section 3.3, such as EDF and WFQ, are 

classified as sorting schedulers, where the bandwidth requesting nodes are populated 

and sorted according to a specific parameter. Basic schedulers, such as RR and FIFO, 

are classified as non-sorting schedulers.  

According to Puschner [141], the average time complexity of sorting algorithms, such 

as bubble sort, insertion sort and selection sort, is quadratic in the number of elements. 

Algorithms with complexity 푂(log 푁) grow faster than linear ones, while distributed 

counting and radix sort are almost linear in terms of the number of elements; for 

example, selection sort requires 1.40, 4.81, and 26.6 time units for sorting 5, 10, and 25 

elements, respectively. The time unit is measured as a relative value to the lowest time 

(insertion sort with 5 elements corresponds to one time unit). The sorting schedulers 

populate all connections from nodes that have bandwidth request. Then, the schedulers 

sort the list of connections based on particular parameter. The sorting process 

potentially generates processing delay in BS and postpone bandwidth grant in the 

nearest DL-MAP, which, in turn, increases transmission delay. 

By considering the required time for sorting and the fact that all traffic sources have 

similar requirements, the 푂(1) non-sortingschedulers may perform better than sorting 

schedulers. The proposed schedulers consider processing time and transmission delay 

for high-capacity requests, such as I-frames, which have higher capacity than P or B-

frames. Allocating such a large amount of bytes to insufficient bandwidth can cause a 

frame to be transported in different bursts. Sending one frame using separated bursts 

may result in high delay and loss; therefore, the proposed schedulers prioritize 

important frames and avoid sorting. The schedulers are referred to as packet-aware non-

sorting schedulers. 
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a. RR-based scheduler 

RR scheduler has disadvantages, as BS must check whether all the registered nodes in 

scheduling table have a bandwidth request. The more registered nodes, the more time is 

spent checking. However, RR do not need to populate the requesting nodes, it only 

checks the node sequentially. Therefore, the required checking time may be lower that 

needed to populate and sort. The sorting schedulers have higher delay than RR for 

uniform traffics, especially when the number of SSs is small.  

The RR-based packet-aware non-sorting scheduler works as follows. BS checks 

whether a node has made a bandwidth request. If the request exists and the bandwidth is 

for a prioritized frame, a bandwidth allocation decision is made directly. However, if the 

bandwidth request is for non-prioritized frame, the request will be suspended 

temporarily. If all nodes have been checked, the suspended requests are then processed 

and bandwidth requests are allocated. The proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 4.4. 

One of the advantages of the proposed RR-based scheduler is that bandwidth for 

prioritized packet is directly allocated. 

 

Figure 4.4: RR based packet-aware non-sorting scheduler 

b. FIFO-based scheduler 

FIFO scheduler processes bandwidth requests based on the earliest arrival time. BS 

should decide how long to wait for a new request before deciding to grant the 
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bandwidth and sending the burst. If BS fills the burst until all bandwidth is consumed, it 

will produce high delays when the request is not frequent. Therefore, BS should limit 

the waiting time by checking the next SS when there is no incoming request. In the 

proposed scheduler, for each request received by BS, if the requested bandwidth is for 

the prioritized frames, a bandwidth allocation decision is made directly. But if it is from 

non-prioritized frames, the request will be suspended. If there is no subsequent request 

from the last node served, the scheduler checks the next node. If the total number of 

requests and the checked SSs is equal to the number of registered SSs, the suspended 

requests are processed and bandwidth requests allocated. The proposed FIFO-based 

packet-aware non-sorting scheduler is shown in Figure 4.5. 

 

Figure 4.5: FIFO-based scheduler algorithm 

4.3 Performance evaluation 
In order to evaluate the proposed methods, the NS-2 simulations using the scenario 

outlined in Section 2.11 are performed. First, the performances of the proposed flat BE 

service architecture were evaluated and compared to the standard architecture with rtPS 

for uniform surveillance traffic. BE uses a contention request, while rtPS uses a unicast 

request. Afterwards, various bandwidth request mechanisms, including the proposed 

Proposed FIFO based packet aware non-sorting scheduler

1:     begin
2:              for i=0 to n-1 do
3:                       begin
4:                                if (Request.exist==’true’) then
5:                                            node[i]=Request.first.node();
6:                                            Request.removefirst;
7:                                if (node[i].Bwrequest>0 && frame==’I’) then
8:                                            UL-MAP Allocate(node[i].Bwrequest.length);
9:                                else if (node[i].Bwrequest>0 && frame!=’I’) then
10:                                            BWarray Allocate(node[i].Bwrequest.length);
11:                     end;
12:                     if(i==n-1 && Bwarray.length>0) then
13:                              for j=0 to Bwarray.length-1 do
14:                                         begin
15:                                                 UL-MAP Allocate(BWarray[i].length);
16:                                         end;
17:            return UL-MAP;
18:   end;
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one, are examined using previous architecture. Finally, the proposed schedulers were 

examined and compared to RR, FIFO, EDF and frame-based schedulers using both the 

contention request and the proposed bandwidth request mechanism.  

The other sorting schedulers are represented by EDF and frame-based schedulers, while 

weighted schedulers, such as DRR, WRR, cross layer scheduler and WFQ, are not 

suitable for uniform traffic. 

4.4 Result and analysis 

4.4.1 Performance of the flat BE service architecture 
Figure 4.6 demonstrates the performance comparison between the proposed BE service 

architecture and the standard rtPS service in terms of delay and packet loss. Since RtPS 

service is designed for video traffic to have greater priority than non-rtPS traffic, the 

service is only suitable for non-uniform traffics. When the evaluated traffic has similar 

requirements, rtPS requires BS to poll all SSs; consequently, SS experiences high delay.  

In contrast, BE service allows SS to contend any time to send data. Since the BS 

allocates K-slots of its UL-sub-frame for contention, the opportunity to send data 

successfully is greater than waiting to be polled. The polling system should catch the 

strict timing of the UL-sub-frame. If polling misses the closest DL-MAP, then SS loose 

the grant and delay increases (Figure 4.6a). Consequently, data in the SS buffer could be 

higher than the next allocated bandwidth. As a result, data could be sent in more than 

one burst or it may overload the SS buffer, leading potentially to high packet loss. 

Figure 4.6b shows that simulated rtPS service for uniform video traffic may generate 

high packet loss. 

Conversely, BE generates lower delay and packet loss than RtPS. The obvious reason 

for this is that the network operates under non-saturated conditions with a small number 

of SSs; thus, the probability of a successful contention request is high. Each SS receives 

bandwidth grant faster than served by rtPS. On average, BE service experiences 1.06s 

lower delay and 38% lower packet loss than RtPS. Moreover, the result in [62] confirms 

that the contention request outperforms the unicast request for a non-congested network. 

Based on this result, the next experiments use BE service. 
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a. Packet delay 

 
b. Packet loss 

Figure 4.6: Performance of BE vs rtPS 

4.4.2 Analysis of bandwidth request mechanisms 
The performance of the proposed bandwidth request mechanism for P-frames is affected 

by the piggybacked byte prediction. Figure 4.7 shows that the maximum P-frame size 

prediction exerts lower delay than that using the average values. Section 4.2.2 highlights 

that sufficient bandwidth allocation produces regular UL burst and avoids separated 

frame transmission. The greater the bandwidth allocated, the more opportunities there 

are to send data. Consequently, sufficient bandwidth allocation reduces packet loss and 

improves video quality. Since maximum P-frame size is not significant, compared with 

I-frame size, the bandwidth waste in maximum value prediction is acceptable. 

Figure 4.7b presents the average PSNR values of the received video for both average 

and maximum predictions of next-frame piggybacking. Maximum prediction results are 

better PSNR than the average prediction. Although PSNR experiences irregularity when 

I-frame rates are lower than 1, this may be caused by the received video suffers from 

high non-decodable frames, which makes PSNR values drop to about 18dB. The 
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occurrences were repeated in other experiments, which show that GOP values from 30 

to 40 (I-frame rates 0.833 to 0.625) are sensitive to packet loss. 

 

Figure 4.8 presents the delay performances of unicast polling and contention request 

[12], contention request with piggybacking [66], next-frame piggybacking [77] and the 

proposed bandwidth request mechanism with a constant predicted value of 3500 bytes. 

This value is chosen from the average and maximum P-frame sizes. 

Since the proposed bandwidth request was intended to reduce delay, as mentioned in 

Section 4.2, the proposed mechanisms were compared based on packet delay and frame 

delay performances.  

 

 
a. Packet delay 

 
 

b. PSNR 

Figure 4.7: Performance of the predicted next frame piggybacking 
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The proposed bandwidth request achieves the lowest packet and frame delays for almost 

all I-frame rates. The main reason is that the proposed method has lower request 

contenders than contention request and piggybacking methods as only I-frames take the 

request opportunities. Consequently, the successful probability of the request is higher, 

which leads to fewer delays.  

The next-frame piggybacking experiences slightly higher packet and frame delays than 

the proposed method because it serves I-frames and P-frames in the same way. This 

method piggybacked I-frames several times, as the frame sizes are larger than P-frame 

sizes.  

The higher the I-frame rates, the greater the bandwidth requested by nodes. BS may 

allocate bandwidth less than the SSs requested as the available bandwidth is distributed 

among the SSs. As a result, delays increase in tandem with I-frame rates. 

 
a. Packet delay 

 
b. Frame delay 

Figure 4.8: Performance of bandwidth request mechanisms 
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4.4.3 Analysis of Scheduling Algorithms 
Since the proposed schedulers are packet-aware schedulers, they were compared to the 

frame-based scheduler [20]; a state of the art packet-aware scheduler. Although priority-

based EDF [21] is also a packet-aware scheduler, it is similar to [20] for SSs with 

similar traffic requirements.  

The proposed schedulers are non-sorting schedulers; therefore, the schedulers were also 

compared to EDF, as being representative of sorting schedulers. The scheduler 

performance assessment was conducted by using both the contention request 

mechanism and the proposed bandwidth request mechanism. 

Table 4.1: Performance of scheduling algorithms using contention request 

Parameter RR FIFO EDF Frame based RR based FIFO based 

Delay (s) 0.062 0.067 0.065 0.063 0.063 0.065 

PSNR (dB) 24.29 25.14 24.72 25.32 26.26 26.50 

Table 4.1 depicts the average delay and PSNR performances of the schedulers using 

contention request mechanism. As stated previously, bandwidth request mechanism is 

aimed at reducing delay and the proposed schedulers are aimed to improve the video 

quality (PSNR). Therefore, this thesis focuses on PSNR achievement when assessing 

the proposed schedulers. Table 4.1 shows that the contention request assessment proves 

the excellent performance of the proposed scheduler; RR-based and FIFO-based.  

Both proposed schedulers outperform existing schedulers in terms of video quality. The 

frame-based scheduler, who also prioritizes I-frames, achieves third place for video 

performance. It shows that packet-aware schedulers are suitable for WiMAX with SSs 

generating similar video characteristics. The proposed schedulers are able to achieve the 

highest PSNR because they allocate the entire prioritized packets in the first place. The 

frame-based scheduler does the same by setting a minimum deadline for I-frames. 

However, they do not achieve optimum performance as the deadline stamping in the 

sender and the sorting process in BS contribute to processing delay and affect the 

overall performance. The RR, FIFO and EDF experience low PSNR as those schedulers 

do not make sufficient effort to increase the received video quality. 
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Figure 4.9 depicts the scheduler performances using the proposed bandwidth request 

mechanism. The proposed scheduler outperforms the existing schedulers for both delay 

and PSNR. Although FIFO-based scheduler delay is greater than RR and FIFO for 

higher I-frame rates, its video performance is much better than both schedulers. Both 

proposed RR and FIFO-based schedulers have a similar video performance. Frame-

based scheduler delay decreases if I-frame rate increases. Since it prioritizes I-frames 

with zero deadlines, the sorting process is much easier when traffic has more I-frames. 

Consequently, it produces slightly lower PSNR than the proposed schedulers.  

 

 
a. Delay 

 
b. PSNR 

Figure 4.9: Performance of scheduling algorithms 
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In contrast, EDF experiences the highest delay and the worst PSNR. The deadline 

stamping does not work for uniform traffic because all traffic has similar deadline 

requirements. The EDF sorting results in P-frames having more priority than I-frames. 

The possibility of I-frames being transported in separated bursts increases, which 

worsens latency and degrades PSNR. 

The irregularity of PSNR values in Figure 4.9b, which drops to about 18dB,may be 

caused by consecutive packet losses. These losses make the received frame un-

decodable and consequently, the average PSNR values dropped to the lowest figure. 

4.5 Summary 
This chapter proposed flat BE service architecture, bandwidth request mechanism and 

scheduling algorithms for WiMAX, which is used for the infrastructure of the real-time 

dedicated video surveillance.  

The proposed flat best effort architecture deactivates the un-used services and allocates 

resources for the active service. The proposed architecture aims to maximize WiMAX 

resources so that the surveillance application run on the network performs at an optimal 

level.  

Following the architecture, a packet-aware bandwidth allocation that behaves differently 

for different frame types was implemented. The proposed bandwidth allocation consists 

of a packet-aware bandwidth request mechanism, RR and FIFO-based packet-aware 

non-sorting schedulers. The packet-aware bandwidth request mechanism uses reduced 

CW for the prioritized frames and piggybacks the requested bandwidth for non-

prioritized frames. Both RR and FIFO-based schedulers allocate bandwidth to 

prioritized packets before serving the non-prioritized ones.   

The evaluation shows that the proposed techniques outperform the existing methods. 

The BE service is more suitable for WiMAX with SSs generating similar video traffic to 

the rtPS service. BE, with the proposed architecture, is able to improve significantly the 

overall performance. The combination of the reduced TBEB and the next-frame 

piggyback is also able to reduce significantly bandwidth request delay. Both RR and 

FIFO-based packet-aware schedulers are able to improve PSNR values of the received 
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video, whether by using contention request or the proposed bandwidth request 

mechanism.  

Maximum performance is achieved when the proposed methods of flat best effort 

architecture, packet-aware bandwidth request mechanism and packet-aware schedulers 

are working together. 
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Chapter 5 Transport layer: UDP improvement 
Transport layer: UDP improvement 

 

5.1 Introduction 
TCP provides high reliability data transfer, ensuring that each frame is received 

successfully and sequentially. However, TCP is not suitable for real-time video 

transmission, as wireless interferences and signal disruption may cause significant 

delay. UDP is the most common transport protocol for real-time video transmission 

over wireless networks [131]. However, UDP does not respond to network conditions, 

which can cause network congestion [132].  

In order to gain maximum performance for the streaming application, transport protocol 

should be able to deliver video with sufficient quality while maintaining low delay 

connectivity. Many studies have been conducted to improve transport layer protocol 

performance, whether by employing error correction method, retransmission or 

congestion control services.  

This chapter focuses on how to reduce packet loss by retransmitting dropped packets 

within one frame before sending the next frame. The MAC support is also discussed as 

the advance techniques to provide suitable bandwidth for the retransmitted packet(s). 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 describes the 

proposed retransmission techniques; Section 5.3 provides an advance technique that 

utilizes the MAC layer support to improve transport layer protocol performance; and 

Section 5.4 concludes the chapter. 

5.2 Inter-frame retransmission protocol 
The designed transport layer protocol is referred to as inter-frame retransmission 

protocol. The protocol employs negative acknowledgements: NACK, inter-frame 

NACK scheduling and congestion delay; the details of which are described in the 

remainder of this section.  
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5.2.1 Negative acknowledgement 
The proposed protocol uses NACK to inform the sender that packet loss has occurred 

and the lost packet(s) should be retransmitted. The NACK packet contains either a list 

of indices of lost packets or the start and end indices of the lost packets. As soon as the 

sender receives a NACK packet, it resends the requested packets (Figure 5.1). 

 

Figure 5.1: Negative acknowledgement 

As discussed in Chapter 3, NACK is also implemented in RBUDP, UDT, BVS and 

NORM, which uses different NACK scheduling. This is discussed in the next section. 

5.2.2 Retransmission scheduling 
NACK scheduling refers to the moment a NACK packet is transmitted. NACK 

scheduling on existing protocol is classified into two types; quick response and delayed 

response, as shown in Figure 5.2.  

 

Figure 5.2: Existing NACK scheduling 
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Quick response scheduling requires the receiver to send a NACK packet to the sender as 

soon as it detects packet loss. In contrast, the delayed response scheduling receiver 

sends a NACK packet at a particular time or to a specific event. The NACK scheduling 

in UDT [100], BVS [102] and TCP protocol in [105] are categorized as quick response 

(QR). Meanwhile, NACK scheduling in RBUDP [101] is delayed response scheduling. 

NORM implements both quick and delayed response NACK. Since the NACK 

scheduling for media streaming, practically, it is only worth assessing quick response in 

existing protocols. 

QR scheduling requires the receiver to send a NACK packet as soon as packet loss is 

detected. The packet loss information is determined by two values, the current and 

previous successfully received packet indices. The sender will check these values to 

decide which packet to retransmit. For instance, if the current packet index is 7 and the 

previous one is 4, then packets with indices 5 and 6 should be retransmitted. The 

advantages of QR are low NACK overheads and responding quickly to the loss. 

However, the receiver may generate more than one NACK packet for a frame, which 

requires more bandwidth and interrupts frequently the sender.  

This section introduces an effective NACK scheduling for media streaming. The 

proposed scheduling is referred to as inter-frame (IR) scheduling. IR requires the 

receiver to populate packet loss indices within one video frame and sends a NACK 

packet at the end of a respective video frame reception. If packet loss does not exist in 

one video frame, then no NACK packet will be sent. A retransmission request using a 

NACK packet is applied only to prioritized packet(s). This thesis chooses I-frame 

packets as the prioritized packets. The advantage of the method is that a NACK packet 

will be sent only once for all lost packets within one video frame. By using this method, 

the sender will resend all lost packet at once. Figure 5.2 demonstrates how IR 

scheduling works. 

Figure 5.3 shows the QR and IR NACK scheduling comparison for multi-packet losses. 

One video frame may be sent in several packets. The time distance between the last 

packet in one frame and the first packet of the next frame is called inter-frame gap 

(IFG). Figure 5.3a and 5.3b assume that the round trip time (RTT) is less than the IFG. 

Packets A and C within frame 1 are lost. In QR, NACK packets will be sent as soon as 
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the receiver receives packets B and D. NACK packets may interrupt the sender 

frequently and may cause additional delay or another packet loss. Conversely, IR sends 

NACK and resends packets during the IFG, which increases the probability of using the 

channel when the sender is idle.  

 

Figure 5.3: NACK scheduling 
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If RTT is greater than IFG (Figure 5.3c and 5.3d), IR interrupts the sender only once. 

Although IR seems to cause the next frame sending time to be longer, it is found that the 

sender processing time is more sensitive to NACK reception than to packet 

retransmission as retransmission routine is in the same location as transmission routine. 

IR has an additional requirement that the receiver should be able to detect the last 

packet in each frame. In case the last packet within a frame is lost, the lost packet will 

be retransmitted within the next frame.  

5.2.3 Prioritized packets 
Unlike TCP, which sends an acknowledgement for every received packet, the proposed 

protocol sends NACK packets only when packet loss occurs. However, if network 

congestion deteriorates, NACK packets may be sent more frequently as more loss 

appears. The frequent packet retransmissions may lead to high delay; therefore, in order 

to keep delays low, the NACK packet for a particular packet loss will be sent only once. 

The dropped retransmitted packet will be ignored. 

Furthermore, the NACK packet reduction may be applied by sending NACK only for 

prioritized packets as video coding generates various frame significances. An additional 

packet header is required to flag whether or not a packet is prioritized. Simulation in this 

thesis uses MPEG4 video coding with IPP frame sequence. The prioritized packets are 

set as any packets corresponding to I-frames.  

5.2.4 Congestion delay 

Congestion delay (CD) aims to reduce the effect of sender interruption and avoid 

another packet loss by postponing the next packet transmission. CD also ensures that the 

current frame arrives before the next frame.  

Figure 5.4a shows retransmission without CD. The sender sends packet E before 

retransmitting the lost packet C. Packet C, which belongs to the previous frame, may 

arrive after packet E, which belongs to the next frame, resulting in higher frame delay. 

In the worst case scenario, packet E can be lost during reception of a NACK packet. By 

using CD, packet C will be retransmitted before packet E, as highlighted in Figure 5.4b. 

This process results in lower delay on packet C and avoids the loss of packet E. 
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Although CD introduces more delay for packet E, a small CD value limits this 

additional delay.  

 
Figure 5.4: Inter-frame retransmission with CD 

Moreover, CD acts as an instant congestion control mechanism by delaying next packet 

transmission in response to network congestion. CD produces temporary frame-rate 

reduction, as evidenced in Equation 5.1. 

퐹푅 =
1

1
퐹푅 + 퐶퐷

                                              (5.1) 

For example, if the initial frame rate (FRinit) is 25fps, and CD is 0.01s, then the frame 

rate caused by CD (FRCD) is 20fps. This rate reduction gives the network time to reduce 

congestion, potentially reducing packet loss. The CD value should be smaller than the 

IFG in order to avoid the current frame competing with the next two. 

5.2.5 Unicast CD for frequent retransmission 
Transport layer protocol generates greater delays when video surveillance node uses 

higher bit rates video. There is more traffic flowing in the network, which produces 

longer queues at each network point. This situation makes NACK-based protocols 

perform worse as the retransmitted packets inject more congestion. 
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Unicast CD is able to compensate for the congestion increments. It aims to reduce 

network congestion in the current connection by decreasing transmission rate in another. 

Besides sending a NACK packet to the sender, the receiver can also send a unicast CD 

request to other predefined nodes. The requested node should decrease its rate by 

implementing CD. Consequently, additional traffic reduction from another connection 

will help to reduce network congestion. 

 

Figure 5.5: Unicast CD request 

Figure 5.5 shows the unicast CD diagram. Receiver 1 experiences packet loss, then 

sends the CD request to sender 2 (unicast) and a NACK packet to sender 1. The CD 

request packet is similar to the NACK packet, with the exception that it does not contain 

list of the requested retransmitted packet. Sender 2 will delay its data transmission by 

applying CD. This delay gives traffic reduction and allows more bandwidth for sender 

1. The greater the CD request, the more frequent the sender interruptions. Therefore, in 

the proposed protocol, unicast CD is optional. 

5.2.6 Performance evaluation 
The proposed protocol was evaluated using the NS-2 simulator in the scenario described 

in Section 2.11. It was then compared to UDP, TCP, BVS, DCCP and RBUDP. The 

evaluation used RR scheduler and contention request. 

5.2.7 The protocol performance 
The proposed retransmission was initially compared to quick response NACK for GOP 

30. In addition to using delay and PSNR, the following parameters were also examined. 
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- Frame delay: the latest receiving time of the packets within one frame, 

subtracted by the frame time stamp 

- Jitter: the absolute value of subsequent delay differences 

- Fluidity: the frame distance obtained from the frame’s received time subtracted 

from the previous frame’s received time 

- Packet loss: number of lost packets divided by total transmitted packets (in 

percentage) 

- Cumulative throughput: total bits received during transmission. 

 
Figure 5.6: Comparison of QR and IR performance 

Figure 5.6 presents the results. Inter-frame scheduling generates lower packet delay and 

jitter, less packet loss, closer fluidity to the original video, and higher cumulative 

throughput and PSNR than QR scheduling. Although its frame delay is slightly higher 

than QR scheduling, the overall performance of IR scheduling is better than QR. 

By applying priority policy to IR scheduling (that is, sending NACK packets only if lost 

packets are parts of the prioritized frames), the protocol is able to reduce significantly 

packet and frame delays (about 10ms and 32ms on average).  
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of IR and prioritized IR performance 

Figure 5.7 shows the comparison of IR scheduling and prioritized IR scheduling. The 

prioritized one suffers higher packet loss, which reduces throughput and video quality. 

However, in real-time video transmission, low packet and frame delays are more 

important. 

The delay parameters gained by prioritized scheduling as shown in Figure 5.7 should be 

suppressed further to produce better characteristics for video transmission purpose. CD 

is expected to achieve the anticipated performance. CD should be less than the frame 

distance, which means higher than 0 and lower than 0.004s (for frame rate 30fps). The 

smaller the value, the lower the effects on the next packet delay.  

Various CD values for GOP 30 were tested, as detailed in Figure 5.8. The delay 

characteristics are relatively constant when CD values are fewer than 0.001s. However, 

they change alternately afterwards. On average, CD successfully reduces the delay of 

prioritized IR scheduling. 
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Figure 5.8: Congestion delay performances 

Figure 5.9 depicts the performance enhancement of the proposed protocol by applying a 

0.001s CD. The average packet and frame delays plunge respectively to 0.0495s and 

0.0597s. The average jitter is also reduced to 0.0169s. Even if packet loss increased, 

causing a decrease in the cumulative throughput, the CD preserves prioritized frames 

better. This is shown by the increase of the PSNR, which means that the protocol 

successfully avoids more loss on prioritized frames and produces better video quality. 

Figure 5.9: Congestion delay impact 
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5.2.8 Performance comparisons 
Figure 5.10 shows the performances of the examined protocols. QR retransmission 

protocol is represented by BVS protocol. Unlike UDP, BVS and RBUDP, the proposed 

protocol reacts to network congestion by postponing the next packet transmission. This 

response helps the proposed protocol to reduce queue and suppress end-to-end delay. 

 
(a) Delay            

 
 (b) PSNR 

 
(c) Packet loss 

Figure 5.10: Performance comparisons of transport protocols 
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Conversely, although DCCP and TCP implement congestion control, these protocols 

require certain observation periods before reducing or increasing the transmission rate. 

DCCP requires a feedback packet containing receiver observations, while TCP 

implements a time-out before detecting network congestion.  

By arranging retransmission time and quickly responding to packet loss, the proposed 

protocol successfully reduces packet and frame delays. TCP and RBUDP experiences 

significant packet and frame delays (TCP delay is not shown in Figure 5.10a). 

In comparison with UDP, DCCP and BVS, IR reduces packet loss significantly. The 

loss is 3.5% lower than UDP, 1.37% lower than DCCP and 0.56% lower than BVS. 

Therefore, the proposed protocol has higher throughput than those protocols.  

Furthermore, IR is able to preserve priority packets better than BVS, which also 

retransmits priority packets. Consequently, IR produces better video quality as shown in 

Figure 5.10c. Although IR has higher packet loss and lower PSNR value than TCP and 

RBUDP, its delay characteristics are more desirable for real-time video transmission. 

The I-frame rate term is used to show how often the prioritized packets (I-Frames) occur 

within video data. These prioritized packets require retransmission if packet loss is 

detected. The increasing frame rate also represents video bit rate increment as I-frames 

contain more bits. 

IR has better packet delay and packet loss performances than the existing the unreliable 

retransmission protocol BVS. Although DCCP delay is lower than the proposed 

protocol, its video quality performance, PSNR, is much lower than IR. 

Figure 5.11highlights that all protocols experience increasing delay when I-frame rate 

increases. Since TCP and RBUDP experience high delay, neither is shown in Figure 

5.11. In general, UDP delay is superior to other protocols; however, it experiences more 

losses than the others; consequently, the average PSNR of UDP is the lowest.  
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(a) Delay 

 

(b) Packet loss 

 

(c) PSNR 

Figure 5.11: Performance comparisons 
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5.2.9 Unicast CD performance 
Figure 5.12 shows that unicast CD successfully reduces IR packet delay and increases 

PSNR for I-frame rate higher than 2 frames per second. However, for frame rates lower 

than 2 frames per second, the average delay and PSNR are lower than the original IR. 

This shows that unicast CD works effectively when the I-frame rate is high.  

As unicast CD does not perform well for low retransmission rate, the method is optional 

for frequent retransmission. 

 

(a) Delay 

 

(b) PSNR 

Figure 5.12: IR with unicast CD performance 
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Figure 5.13: TCP performance 

TCP performs poorly and produces significant delay when delivering surveillance 

videos over WiMAX. Figure 5.13 shows that TCP yields extremely high packet and 

frame delay when mobile nodes use higher video rates.  

5.2.10 Inter-frame retransmission in other network (802.11) 
Although this thesis discusses WiMAX-based surveillance network, this thesis also 

evaluated the proposed inter-frame retransmission protocol in 802.11 environments. 

This is important as the proposed protocol, so far, is independent of hardware: PHY and 

MAC layers. Inter-frame protocol can also be implemented in a 802.16 environment. 

The simulation scenario, video trace and evaluation tools are similar to those outlined in 

Section 2.7, except the network is 802.11.  

The performance of the proposed protocol in terms of packet loss percentage can be 

observed in Table 5.1. Although irregularity occurs when GOP 3 (I-frame rate 8.33/s), 

UDP suffers high packet loss in all other GOPs. The comparison of the loss percentage 

between BVS and IR reveals the superiority of the IR protocol. Table 5.1 is redrawn in 

Figure 5.14a. 

Table 5.1: Packet loss comparison 

Protocol 3 5 8 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 

UDP 49.45 25.27 12.25 8.00 3.61 1.73 1.51 1.48 1.48 1.48 1.48 

BVS 49.93 24.79 11.14 6.55 1.59 0.16 0.00 0.07 0.13 0.00 0.00 

IR 49.86 24.71 11.04 6.40 1.42 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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The average delay versus I-frame rates for UDP, BVS and IR are depicted in Figure 

5.14b. For I-frame rate > 1.25, UDP experiences the lowest delay; however, delay 

patterns are irregular when I-frame rate ≤ 1.25. This irregularity is caused by the video 

rates are relatively lower than the available bandwidth, so that the protocols experience 

almost similar delay. In contrast, delay differences between BVS and IR are not 

significant. Both protocols experience an almost similar delay around 0.132s. 

 
(a) Packet loss 

 
(a) Packet loss 

Figure 5.14: Packet loss and delay 
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increased the bandwidth consumption. Although CD suppresses the retransmission 

effect, the improvement is not major; a risk to traffic fluctuations is still present.  

This section addresses the traffic increment problem caused by retransmission in IR 

protocols. The additional bandwidth is required to allocate the retransmitted packet(s). 

However, the bandwidth increment cannot be performed in network layer. The only way 

is by utilizing MAC layer support.  

The MAC support for transport layer protocols has been used explicitly in some existing 

cross-layer protocol, as mentioned in Section 3.5. Although those MAC assisted 

transport layer protocols in [115, 116] perform better than the basic ones, the reliability 

of transport layer protocols with congestion control is not suitable for real-time video 

transmission as those protocols continue to exert tremendous delay.  

This section introduces the MAC assisted transport layer through an early bandwidth 

request mechanism to accommodate the retransmitted packet. The MAC assistance is 

applied to the previous IR protocol. It is important to note that the proposed protocol is 

intended only for UL video streaming in the WiMAX network. 

The proposed MAC assisted transport layer protocol or Transport – MAC cross-layer 

protocol combines IR and bandwidth allocation in WiMAX to achieve better video 

surveillance performance. The transport and MAC cross-layer (TMC) term refers to a 

method that explores interactions between the MAC layer and the transport layer. The 

proposed method aims to enable the MAC layer to support retransmission in the 

transport layer.  

The two-way interactions are avoided to prevent processing delay. Instead, the proposed 

method enables the MAC layer to read the transport layer header in order to provide a 

service to the transport layer. The service is an early bandwidth request to accommodate 

the retransmitted packet(s).  

Besides improving the IR performance, the proposed method requires only a minor 

change in the MAC layer so that it is applicable to existing WiMAX devices and 

compatible with other MAC functionalities. 
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5.3.1 Early bandwidth request 
When an SS receives a NACK packet requesting retransmission, MAC layer should be 

able to determine how many packet(s) are requested. Instead of waiting for the 

retransmitted data available in MAC buffer and the scheduler requests bandwidth based 

on MAC buffer capacity, the proposed early bandwidth request directly to add the 

retransmitted bytes. If there is a bandwidth request for other data preceding the 

retransmitted one, the retransmitted traffic is embedded in this request. No separate 

bandwidth request is required.   

Figure 5.15 illustrates the early bandwidth request implementation in NIST WiMAX 

module [40]. The frame re-assembler in the MAC layer reads the NACK packet and 

notifies the scheduler to add the amount of the requested bytes (BytesNACK) in the 

bandwidth request. In turn, the scheduler sends the bandwidth request based on data size 

on MAC buffer (BytesBUFFER) and the retransmission request (BytesNACK).  

 

Figure 5.15: MAC layer implementation 

Figure 5.16 shows the comparison of simplified layer interactions of the IR protocol 

with and without MAC support. In Figure 5.16a, the bandwidth for the retransmitted 

packets is requested separately (request 3) as the packets are not available by the time 

the SS sends a bandwidth request (request 2) to BS. Consequently, instead of sending 

the retransmitted data in the nearest UL burst (send 2), SS will allocate it after the next 

burst (send 3). This postponement increases the packet delay.  

On the other hand, the MAC cross-layer accelerates retransmission as the earliest 

bandwidth request accommodates the retransmitted packets. MAC layer reads NACK 
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packet and adds the byte amount to the nearest bandwidth request (‘*’ in Figure 5.16a). 

The retransmitted and the current data are sent within the same burst (send 2). 

 

(a) Inter-frame retransmission without MAC cross-layer  

 

(b) Inter-frame retransmission with MAC cross-layer  

Figure 5.16: Subscriber station based MAC cross-layer 

5.3.2 The impact of MAC cross-layer 
Transport layer packets queue in the MAC buffer of the SS before being transported by 

the physical layer. MAC transfers the data to the allocated time in an UL-sub-frame 

based on the duration allocated by BS in UL-MAP. The duration itself is decided by BS 

based on SS bandwidth request and the available bandwidth. Since the main feature of 

the MAC cross-layer is additional bandwidth for the retransmitted packets, the proposed 

protocol obtains higher bandwidth allocation than the basic IR protocol.  
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Table 5.2: Bandwidth comparison for GOP 30 

Protocol IR TMC 

Number of bandwidth requests  1270 1268 

Average requested bandwidth  4960 5233 

Number of uplink transmission  1530 1522 

Average allocated bandwidth 2419 2430 

Network utility 55.29% 55.54% 

 

For the simulated traffics outlined in Section 2.7.7, TMC generates 1268 times 

bandwidth requests, while IR produces 1270 times. These values show that TMC 

minimizes the number of bandwidth requests. As shown in Table 5.2, TMC requested 

5233 bytes/request in average, 273 bytes higher than IR. From those requests, BS 

allocates in average 2430 bytes/uplink transmission for TMC and 2419 bytes/uplink 

transmission for IR.  

TMC utilizes network better than IR. Since frame duration is 5ms and maximum 

network throughput (Figure 2.11a) is 7Mbps, TMC has network 

utility=(2430x8/0.005)/7000000x100%=55.54%. IR utility is only 55.29%, lower than 

TMC. Figure 5.17 shows the requested and allocated bandwidth for both protocols for 

the first 200 bandwidth requests. 

Since the additional bandwidth is requested before the retransmitted packets available in 

MAC buffer, the allocated bandwidth can be used by regular data, even if the 

retransmitted packets fail to be retrieved. The higher bandwidth allocation and network 

utility in the proposed protocol produce lower delay and higher video quality. 
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(a) Requested bandwidth comparison 

 
(b) Allocated bandwidth comparison 

Figure 5.17: The requested and the allocated bandwidth for GOP 30 

Figure 5.18 shows the performance comparison between the original IR protocol and 

the proposed transport – MAC cross-layer protocol. TMC consistently reduces packet 

delay for all I-frame rates. Although PSNR is dropped when sending data with I-frame 

rate 0.833 fps, it is probably caused by the subsequent undecodable error frames. 
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(a) Delay 

 
(b) PSNR 

Figure 5.18: Performance comparison between IR and TMC 

5.3.3 Transport protocol comparisons 
TMC was compared to the existing protocols, as shown in Figure 5.19. TMC 

outperforms the existing protocols, including UDP. TMC is able to reduce UDP delay 

up to 18-37%. TMC achieves PSNR improvements around 14.3-149.5%, 12.6-150.2%, 

21.3-184.3% and 17.9-120.23% over IR, BVS, UDP and DCCP respectively.  

Other existing protocols, such as SCTP and RBUDP, are not presented as they are 

compared in [130]. The result proves that TMC outperforms the existing protocols for 

surveillance application over WiMAX with uniform traffic. 
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(a) Delay 

 
(b) PSNR 

Figure 5.19: Performance comparison between TMC and other protocols 

TMC produces lower delay than UDP because TMC requests more bandwidth when 

packet loss occurs. As shown in Figure 5.20, TMC received more bandwidth allocation 

than other protocols and experienced lower allocation than BVS for high I-frame rates 

as maximum network throughput (Figure 2.11a) limits bandwidth allocation for the 

retransmitted packets. However, the limited bandwidth does not reduce TMC 

performance as the cross-layer still yields better bandwidth allocation. 
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(a) Average allocated bandwidth 

 
(b) Network utility 

Figure 5.20: Comparison of the allocated bandwidth and network utility 

On the other hand, although BVS received higher bandwidth allocation for high I-frame 

rates, bandwidth may be wasted as multiple NACK in BVS may disturb regular packet 

transmission. UDP and DCCP suffer lower bandwidth allocation as both protocols do 

not retransmit packet loss. UDP does nothing to increase network utility but it may 

experience separated frame transmission more frequently than TMC, which causes 

higher delay.  

5.3.4 Protocol performance over various schedulers 
In order to ensure that the proposed protocol is suitable for various WiMAX schedulers, 

the protocol was evaluated on RR, FIFO, frame-based and the well-known EDF 

schedulers for dedicated video surveillance over WiMAX. The results show that TMC 
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The RR, FIFO and frame-based schedulers experience significant delay reductions and 

PSNR improvements. 

 

a. Round robin scheduler 

 

b. FIFO scheduler 
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c. Frame based scheduler 

 

d. EDF scheduler 

Figure 5.21: TMC performances over various schedulers 

TMC does not work well in the EDF scheduler as its delay varies between EDF and 

UDP. The reason is that the EDF scheduler is not suitable for dedicated video 

surveillance with uniform traffics over WiMAX, as the traffic has similar behaviour and 

deadlines, while the EDF scheduler classifies the allocated data based on traffic 
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deadline. As a result, BS performs unnecessary sorting and imposes unnecessary delay. 

Although TMC failed to reduce delay in all rates, it increases PSNR consistently. 

5.3.5 Protocol performance over previously proposed schedulers 
TMC is able to improve PSNR performance on the previously proposed schedulers 

without overtly affecting the delay (Figure 5.22). On average, TMC improves PSNR 

values 6.59dB and 6.54dB for RR and FIFO-based schedulers respectively. 

 
a. RR-based packet-aware scheduler 

 
b. FIFO-based packet-aware scheduler 

Figure 5.22: TMC performances for packet-aware schedulers 
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5.3.6 Cross-layer impact to other protocol 
The cross-layer was implemented in another retransmission protocol; BVS [102]. By 

using the simulated scenario outlined in Section 2.7.7, the results were presented in 

Figure 5.23.  

 
(a) The requested bandwidth 

 
(b) The allocated bandwidth 

 
(c) Interface queue 

Figure 5.23: Cross-layer impact on bandwidth and buffer 
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The method increases the requested bandwidth to BS, as shown in Figure 5.23a. The 

requested bandwidth of BVS increases in all video rates when the cross-layer method is 

applied. The average allocated bandwidth pattern (Figure 5.23b) does not follow the 

request pattern as the bandwidth allocation is limited by the maximum network 

throughput (Figure 2.11). The allocated bandwidth increases only slightly, however, the 

method reduces successfully buffer load (interface queue (IFQ), Figure 5.23c.). IFQ 

reduction avoids packet loss caused by buffer overflow. Moreover, IFQ load reduction 

shows that more packets are transported successfully than without the cross-layer 

schema. 

 
(a) Packet loss 

 
(b) Loss of prioritized packet 

Figure 5.24: Cross-layer impact on packet loss 

IFQ reduction in SS avoids buffer overflow and reduces the volume of packet loss. As 
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packet loss up to 4.27%. The average packet loss decreases in all I-frame rates. Since 

video packets contain I-frames and P-frames, the packet-loss distribution among I-

frames and P-frames is not similar. The higher I-frame rates the higher retransmission 

frequency. The frequent retransmission and bandwidth limitation cause I-frame 

experiences more loss than P-frames. As shown in Figure 5.24b, losses of prioritized 

packets are slightly higher when I-frame rates are greater than 3. 

 
(a) Delay 

 
(b) PSNR 

Figure 5.25: Cross-layer impact on delay and PSNR 

Figure 5.25 shows the impact of cross-layer improvement on delay and PSNR. MAC 

cross-layer reduces delay and improves PSNR significantly. Delay reduction occurs as 

cross-layer provides early bandwidth request and allocates more bandwidth than the 

original protocol. While delay is reduced consistently for all I-frame rates, PSNR values 

decrease when I-frame rates are greater than 3.15. These were caused by very frequent 
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packet retransmission, which generates excessive additional bandwidth (Figure 5.23a) 

and leads to high dropped packets in the prioritized packets (Figure 5.24b). The cross-

layer decreases the BVS delay 26.7 ms in average and increases PSNR up to 5.13 dB.  

 
(a) Packet delay 

 
(b) PSNR 

Figure 5.26: Protocol performance comparisons 

The proposed method was also compared to some existing reliable protocols, as shown 

in Figure 5.26. The method outperforms the existing protocols. The proposed cross-

layer has a lower delay than UDP because the early bandwidth request not only affects 

the retransmitted packets, but also reduces the queue in the SS buffer. Since UDP does 

not response to congestion, it can make it even worse. UDP experiences the lowest 

PSNR, as it ignores the dropped packets. The proposed method reduces the BVS delay 

by 39.3% on average; 35% better than IR and 32.3 % lower than UDP. It improves BVS 

PSNR up to 5.13 dB, up to 5.21 over IR and on average, 10.9dB over UDP. 
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5.4 Summary 
This chapter proposes IR and TMC protocols to reduce packet loss in video surveillance 

over a WiMAX network.  

The prioritized IR scheduling with CD method within IR protocol is able to make the 

proposed protocol perform better than existing protocols such as BVS, DCCP and UDP. 

The TMC protocol utilizes MAC layer support to provide additional bandwidth for the 

retransmitted packet. The proposed TMC protocol achieves a more consistent 

improvement than IR protocol. The early bandwidth request method is proposed to 

avoid delay caused by bandwidth request mechanisms.  

The early bandwidth request method requires MAC to be able to read the content of 

NACK packet and add the amount of requested bytes to the earliest bandwidth request. 

The proposed cross-layer technique is able to improve significantly the IR protocol, 

decreasing packet delay and increasing the quality of the received video. The proposed 

TMC also works very well on various schedulers, including those proposed in Chapter 

4. 

The cross-layer scheme was also applied to the existing BVS protocol. The simulation 

results show that the method is able to enhance significantly the BVS protocol 

performance.  
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Chapter 6 Application layer: redundancy and error concealment 
Application layer: redundancy and error concealment 

 

6.1 Introduction 
Video surveillance is usually implemented in a well-managed environment, where 

proper adjustment is made during initial installation. However, wireless environment 

irregularity, multipath transmission, shadowing and interferences produce signal loss as 

well as packet errors. These conditions lead to performance degradation.  

An application layer technique is the last opportunity to overcome flaws in wireless 

transmission. As mentioned previously in Section 2.6, application layer techniques are 

classified into three levels: encoding, streaming and operating system. This thesis 

focuses on the streaming techniques that consist of active and passive methods. Active 

streaming is reactive to network change, but the passive method is not.  

The WiMAX-based video surveillance network is a managed network where bandwidth 

requirement for each connection is well planned and connectivity is guaranteed. 

Network adaptation to traffic characteristics has been accommodated in MAC and 

transport layer as discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. Therefore, this chapter focuses on 

passive streaming techniques: redundancy and error concealment techniques. 

Application layer redundancy is performed by implementing the rateless code [131], 

while the error concealment techniques are implemented following the decoding 

process. 

6.2 Redundancy techniques 
Wireless video transmission is sensitive to interference. The channel introduces signal 

degradation and packet errors. In order to reduce the effect of the error-prone 

environment to video quality, redundancy was implemented optionally. The 

implementation is optional because, if the transmission link is good, excessive solutions 

to tackle high packet loss may reduce transmission performance. 

In communication systems, redundancy can be implemented in all layers with different 

forms. For example, the space antenna diversity is physical layer redundancy and cyclic 
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redundancy is MAC layer redundancy. Therefore, redundancy was implemented 

selectively. The redundant packets are added only for prioritized packets, since they 

play an important role in video performance. Redundancy can take the form of either 

transport-layer redundancy or application-layer redundancy. 

6.2.1 Transport-layer redundancy 
Video frames are assumed to have a sequence: { F0 F1 F2…}, where Fi=I or P frames 

and i=0,…, N-1, N is the number of the transmitted frames. Suppose that pk is packet 

sequence of frame Fi where k=0,…, M-1. M is the number of Fi packets, that is obtained 

from the ceiling of Fi size divided by packet size. Then the transmitted frames: {F0 F0r 

F1F1r F2 F2r…}, where redundant frame Fir≠0 if Fi=I frame. The redundant packet 

sequence is pkr=pk. Figure 6.1 illustrates the packet redundancies. 

 

Figure 6.1: Packet redundancies 

6.2.2 Application layer redundancy 
The weakness of transport-layer redundancy is that the receiver may receive duplicate 

packets, which is a waste. The redundancy has one-to-one correlation and is not able to 

contribute to other packet recovery. Furthermore, the transport-layer protocol may 

experience processing overheads as it should store the prioritized transmitted packets 

and resend them later. Therefore, redundancy was implemented with many-to-many 

correlation, which is implemented in addition to transport layers. 

Rateless codes have attracted researchers for their performances working on the erasure 

channel. Among the codes, the Luby transform [131] was the well-known first practical 

realisation of rateless codes. If it is the original data, then redundancy (j) is added and 

k=i+j data is transmitted. The code is then decoded based on the amount of data 

received (m). The failure probability (Pf) of the rateless code decoding is provided by 

[131]: 
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푃 (푚,푘) =  
1,                                   푖푓 푚 < 푘

0.85푥0.567 , 푖푓 푚 ≥ 푘                         (6.1) 

Work on [132] suggested piggybacking extra redundancy for previous packets. 

However, such methods introduce additional processing overhead, as well as packet 

delay. Since the network has a bandwidth constraint, this thesis implements full 

redundancy for selected/prioritized data.  

6.2.3 Redundant packets transmission 
Transmission time for the redundant packets is critical as they inject more traffic load 

and potentially cause network congestion. Since video frames are generated in fixed 

rate, video frames are separated by fixed time distance; IFG (see Chapter 5).  

In order to avoid the redundant packets competing with the original packets, the 

effective transmission time of the redundant packets (TFir) is between frames Fi and Fi+1:  

TFir=TFi +(TFi+1 - TFi)/2=TFi +(IFG)/2                               (6.2) 

6.2.4 Performance evaluation 
Radio propagation is affected by path loss, shadowing and multipath transmission. 

Consequently, the channel produces signal degradation and packet errors. In previous 

study, the channel was considered a line of sight and modelled as two-ray ground 

propagation. This was taken as video surveillance is usually implemented in a well-

known environment, where proper adjustment is made during initial installation. 

Consequently, the proposed methods perform in the best case scenario.   

In this study, the non-line of sight condition and interference are considered. The 

erroneous circumstances are presented by inserting channel and error models in 

WiMAX simulation environments. The channel and error models have been discussed 

in Section 2.7.3 and Section 2.7.4. The simulation scenario follows Section 2.7.5. 

6.2.5 Performance degradation 
Previous proposed methods improve the surveillance performance in three stages, 

bandwidth request mechanism, scheduler algorithms and transport layer protocol. 

Bandwidth request is packet-aware which implements contention request for I-frames 

and next piggybacking for P-frames, non-sorting scheduler algorithms based on either 
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RR or FIFO, and transport layer protocol uses IR protocol assisted by MAC support 

(TMC protocol). 

Figure 6.2 shows packet delay and packet loss performances of WiMAX-based video 

surveillance when the channel is erroneous. The simulated WiMAX uses the proposed 

RR-based packet-aware non-sorting scheduler, packet-aware bandwidth request 

mechanism and TMC protocol. The error model was set for the probability of error,푃 , 

0.1, 0.2 and 0.3.  

 
a. Packet delay 

 
b. Packet loss 

Figure 6.2: Video surveillance performances in error-prone environment 

Packet delays are, on average, relatively consistent with channel error rates, fluctuating 

slightly around 0.046s for the three P  values. In contrast, packet loss increases as 

channel error rate increases. This shows that an error-prone environment introduces 

more packet loss problems than packet delays. Therefore, the application layer 
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techniques focus on reducing losses in order to improve the received video quality, 

rather than decreasing transmission delay. 

6.2.6 Redundancy performance 
The erasure channel in wireless transmission increases instances of packet loss. The 

receiver generates more packet retransmission, but the NACK packets can also be lost 

during transmission. As a result, less data are received and video quality is reduced. 

Additional redundancy injects a new traffic and increases queues. The longer queue 

makes the packets experience more delay. As shown in Figure 6.3, both TMC protocol 

with transport-layer and rateless code redundancies cause greater delays than only TMC 

protocol. Significant delay increment occurs when I-frame rates are high. The higher 

rate I-frame rates, the higher redundant bytes. 

 
Figure 6.3: Delay in error-prone environment 

Redundancy in the transport layer causes the sender and receiver to make more effort in 

relation to stamping and retransmission. Consequently, the delay increases more than 

non-transport-layer redundancy. On average, transport-layer redundancy produces a 29 

ms delay increment, while rateless code is only 24 ms. 
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Figure 6.4: Packet loss in error-prone environment 

Since rateless code redundancy is rendered useless when the amount of received data 

(m) is less than the original one (k), its packet loss is higher than transport-layer 

redundancy. Figure 6.4 shows that transport-layer redundancy has 15.87% lower packet 

loss than rateless code redundancy. However, rateless code produces higher PSNR 

increments of up to 3.61dB (Figure 6.5). Transport-layer redundancy failed to improve 

video performances. Overall, rateless code improves the UL video streaming 

performance by about 1.34 dB on average. 

Figure 6.5: PSNR in error-prone environment 
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a. Delay for P  = 0.2 

 
b. PSNR forP  = 0.2 

 
c. Delay for P  = 0.3 

 
b.PSNR forP  = 0.3 

Figure 6.6: Rateless code performance for various P  
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Figure 6.6 demonstrates the consistency of the rateless code when the wireless channel 

condition deteriorates. By increasing P  to 0.2 and 0.3, the rateless code is still able to 

improve the received video quality. 

6.3 Post-decoding error concealment techniques 
Although efforts to recover packet loss have been performed in MAC, transport and 

application layers, loss may still exist. Error concealment is defined as the last means to 

overcome it within the application layer. There are two known methods of error 

concealment: frame copy (FC) and motion vector (MV).  

 

Figure 6.7: Frame copy error concealment 

Most researchers focus on MV-based error concealment methods, while the FC method 

illustrated in Figure 6.7 is considered too simple, as it produces completely different 

images. However, the FC method in post-decoding error concealment techniques can be 

used as an additional improvement.  

This section explores some post-decoding FC error concealment methods that apply 

after decoding process to replace dropped frames. The methods may be applied to 

conceal a whole lost frame or a partial error frame. 

6.3.1 Inline FC method 
Inline FC error concealment method is intended for video transmission that has 

periodical images, such as a static surveillance camera or fixed periodical moving 

camera with period of T-frames. Inline FC uses the co-located previous frame as the 

source of improvement. One full period of previous images is stored in buffer to be used 

for error concealment. Algorithm 1 shows how the method works. 
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Algorithm 1: Inline frame copy 

if frame n (Fn) is missing, then 
Determine previous frame index: m ←n-1 

Determine period position: x ← n/T 
Obtain the frame copy source: FC(m-xT) 

Conceal the lost frame: E(Fn )← FC(m-xT) 

end if 

6.3.2 Closed related FC method 
This method replaces the dropped frame by using the most similar neighbouring frame. 

This is classified as a pre-transmission error concealment technique, whereby the closest 

frame is analyzed prior to transmission by comparing the distance of current frame with 

the previous and subsequent frames. The closest related frame index is then stored 

within the previous frame’s header. This index will be used to determine which packet 

can be a frame copy source if the current frame is missing. Algorithm 2 depicts the error 

concealment method.   

Algorithm 2: Closed related frame copy 

Sender 
Prepare sending frame n-1 

if δ(Fn, F(n-1)) is less than δ(Fn, F(n+1)) then 
Put x in header frame n-1: x ← 0 

else 
Put x in header frame n-1: x ← 1 

end if 
Send frame n-1 

Receiver 
if frame n (Fn) is missing, then 

Determine previous frame index: m ←n-1 
Obtain index in previous frame header: x ← Fm header 

if x←0 
Estimate lost frame using previous frame copy: 
E(Fn )← FC(n-1) 
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else  
Estimate lost frame using next frame copy: 
E(Fn )← FC(n+1) 

        end if 
end if 

6.3.3 Referenced partial FC method 
The referenced partial FC is a pre-transmission error concealment technique that 

requires frame analysis prior to transmission. As shown in Algorithm 3, frame n (퐹  ) is 

divided into smaller blocks with index i, 퐵  where 퐹 = ∑ 퐵/ . The number of 

blocks  퐵  depends on block size 퐴  and frame size 퐴 . Each block is then compared 

with other blocks from neighboring frames (frame n-1 and n+1). By comparing distance 

훿 퐵 ,퐵  to 훿 퐵 ,퐵   푤ℎ푒푟푒  푖 = 푗, a value of the overhead bytes in position i is 

obtained. Overhead values are stored in frame n-1 header. At the receiving end, the lost 

frame will be estimated using 퐸(퐹 ) = ∑ 퐵퐶, . 

Algorithm 3: Referenced Partial Frame Copy 

Sender 
Initiate number of partial frames (blocks) 
i ← frame size/block size 

for all partial frames (blocks, Bi) 
if δ(Bi

n, Bi
(n-1)) less than δ(Bi

n, Bi
(n+1)) then 

bytes header frame n-1 
h(i) ← 0 

else 
header frame n-1 

h(i) ← 1 

end if 
end for 
Send frame n-1 

Receiver 
if frame n (Fn) is missing, then 
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Determine previous frame index and fetch frame 
header 
m ←n-1 

h(i) ← Fm header 
for index 0 to i 

if h(i)==0 
Estimate block using previous frame's 
block copy 
E(Bi

n )← BCi
(n-1) 

Else 
Estimate block using next frame's block 
copy 
E(Bi

n )← BCi
(n+1) 

end for 
end if 

6.3.4 Combined partial FC method 
Combined partial FC method overcomes the drawback of the referenced partial FC, 

which is an overwhelming error concealment header when block size is very small. The 

combined partial FC does not require frame processing prior to transmission. 

   As shown in Algorithm 4, the method obtains the estimated blocks 퐸 퐵  by combining 

2 partial frame copies of 퐵퐶   푎푛푑 퐵퐶 consecutively. Each neighboring frame will 

contribute to 50% of all estimated frames 퐸(퐹 ). 

Algorithm 4: Combined Partial Frame Copy 

Receiver 
if frame n (Fn) is missing, then 

Initiate combination 
flip ← true 

for all partial frames 
if flip==true 

Estimate block using previous 
frame's block copy 

E(Bi
n )← BCi

(n-1) 
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flip ← false 

Else 
Estimate block using next frame's 
block copy 
E(Bi

n )← BCi
(n+1) 

flip ← true 

end for 

end if 
 

6.3.5 Pattern partial FC method 
This method uses two previous frames and one subsequent frame. The patterns are 

identified for both previous and subsequent frame patterns. If frame n is the missing 

frame, the previous pattern is represented by measuring the distance between frames n-1 

and n-3. The next frame pattern is obtained from frame n-1 and n+1. The closest 

distance determines whether frame n-1 or n+1 is to be used to estimate missing frame. 

The pattern partial FC method is outlined in Algorithm 5. 

Algorithm 5: Pattern Partial Frame Copy 

Receiver 
if frame n (Fn) is missing, then 

for all partial frames 

if δ(Bi
n-3 , Bi

n-1) less than δ(Bi
n-1 , Bi

n+1) 
Estimate block using previous frame's 
block copy 
E(Bi

n )← BCi
(n-1) 

Else 
Estimate block using next frame's 
block copy 
E(Bi

n )← BCi
(n+1) 

end if 
end for 

end if 
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6.3.6 Evaluation method and results 
The proposed error concealment techniques are evaluated using the JM15.0 H.264/AVC 

Reference Software [133]. Video sequences “mobile_qcif.yuv” and “mobile_cif.yuv” 

are selected to evaluate the proposed method performances. The QCIF sequence has 

resolution of 176x144 and the CIF sequence resolution is 352x288. The details of the 

simulation parameters are presented in Table 6.1. 

Table 6.1: Simulation parameters 

Parameters Values 

Frame rate 
Frame type 

I-Frame period 
Number of referenced frame 

Quantization Parameter 

30 fps 
IPP 

15 
1 

22, 24, 30 and 36 

 

Each frame is encoded into a single slice, which is transported within one packet. In 

order to simulate dropped packets, one is dropped in every GOP. The dropped frames 

are then concealed using the proposed methods, which are variants of FC. The results 

are then compared with the original FC method. 

 
Figure 6.8: Post-decoding FC performance 
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Figure 6.8 shows the error concealment performances for QCIF image using the PSNR 

parameter. The proposed methods are able to increase individual lost frames in various 

degrees. The referenced partial FC increases significantly the quality of the concealed 

frame. All other methods perform better than the existing FC method.  

Table 6.2 presents the average PSNR improvement over erroneous frames. The closest 

related FC method is able to increase the average performance by up to 2.27dB. The 

referenced partial FC method outperforms significantly, increasing the PSNR up to 4.98 

dB (QCIF) and 6.64 dB (CIF). The combined and pattern methods yield slighter 

improvement than the referenced method. 

Table 6.2: The average PSNR over erroneous frames 

Seq QP Error 
Free FC CR FC Ref. 

PFC 
Combined 

PFC 
Pattern 

PFC 

QCIF 

22 38.69 26.45 28.29 31.43 27.51 28.38 
24 36.76 26.36 28.25 31.30 27.40 28.31 
30 30.88 25.52 26.29 26.54 26.54 27.23 
36 27.08 24.29 25.26 27.61 25.00 25.43 

CIF 

22 39.2 21.27 23.77 27.87 22.82 23.71 
24 37.36 21.25 23.78 27.89 22.92 23.76 
30 32.39 21.14 23.65 27.75 22.72 23.58 
36 27.78 20.82 23.09 26.82 22.32 23.08 

In terms of the PSNR improvement, those frame copy based methods are comparable to 

MV-based methods. According to Bo and Gharavi [124], the Hybrid Motion Vector 

Estimation (HMVE) method is able to improve PSNR over the FC method up to 4.79 

dB for QCIF sequence and 4.32 dB for CIF sequence, while the pixel-based MV 

extrapolation (PMVE) method reaches improvement levels of 3.70 dB and 3.52 

dB.Furthermore, Tai et al. [123] claimed that the object-based full frame error 

concealment (OFFC) method is able to increase the PSNR up to 3.123 dB, 2.614, and 

1.981 dB for mobile CIF sequence with QPs 24, 30, and 36.  

These facts prove that the proposed FC-based methods are able to gain quality as MV 

methods do, although they work only on the lost frame. 
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6.4 Summary 

This chapter implemented and proposed passive streaming techniques in the application 

layer: redundancy and error concealment techniques. The implementation of the rateless 

code redundancy shows the consistent improvement on the quality of the received 

video. The many-to-many redundancy relation in rateless code is proven to be much 

more effective than one-to-one redundancy in relation to transport layer redundancy. 

The best time to transmit the redundancy packet is in between the original frames.  

This chapter also proposed some post-decoding error concealment methods to 

reconstruct the dropped frames. The simulation has highlighted the positive outcome of 

the proposed methods by improving PSNR up to 6.64 dB over the FC method. 

Furthermore, these methods improve only the PSNR of lost frames; the PSNR 

performance improvements are comparable with MV-based methods. 
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Chapter 7 Mathematical model and analysis 
Mathematical model and analysis 

 

7.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents a mathematical model for NACK-based transport layer protocol 

analysis in 802.16 environment and presents the assumptions that have been made. 

Initially, mathematical models are made separately between the application layer, 

transport layer and MAC layer. Finally, they are combined to characterize the 

performance of the NACK-based transport layer protocols in terms of packet loss and 

delay.   

The network analyzed in this chapter is assumed to be in point-to-multipoint mode, 

where the video streaming application is in UL direction (many-to-one) as the 

performance is more critical than that of a broadcasting direction (one-to-many). It is 

assumed that all mobile nodes have similar video coding parameters, such as the 

sequence of I and P frames (IPP sequence), and the number of I and P frame grouping 

(GOP). This assumption is made as this thesis examines separately the effect of video 

rates. This thesis also assumes that mobile nodes have a sufficient buffer to ensure no 

packet loss is caused by overflow. 

7.2 Application layer model 
Unlike the research in [135], which considered that the application sends a video frame 

immediately, the model approaches the real situation where frames are fragmented and 

sent in several packets, as shown in Figure 7.1a. I-frame is fragmented into x packets, 

and P-frame into y packets. There are two transmission states; sending I or P-frames. By 

making this assumption, video transmission can be modelled using a two-state Markov 

chain (Figure 7.1b). Modelling the MPEG4 stream with IPP frame sequence using a 

two-state Markov chain model is also performed by [135]. However, the proposed 

analysis combines link and upper layers. 
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(a). Video generation and transmission 

 

(b). Video transmission model 

Figure 7.1: Application layer model 

Since video contains I and P-frames, there are two transmission states; sending I-frame 

packets (I packets) and P-frame packets (P packets). The probability of sending I and P 

packets are denoted respectively as k and h. Besides the transmission states, the 

application layer has an idle state where no packet is sent. However, packets sent by 

application layer are stored in the MAC layer buffer before transmission, which means 

that packets remain in sending node during idle state in application layer. Therefore, the 

idle state is skipped of the model. Consequently, probability k is the percentage of I 

packets within 1 GOP and probability h is the percentage of P packets within 1 GOP. 

Variables p and r are the probability of sending P packets after sending I packets, and 

vice versa. The probability of sending sequential packets is denoted as (1− p) and 

(1− r). 
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7.3 Transport layer model 
Since the traffic sources are known, each probability variable is determined by the 

transport protocol model presented in Figure 7.2. For the UDP model, from x sequence 

of I packets, only one packet is followed by P packet. Likewise, after sending y 

sequence of P packets, only 1 is followed by I packets. Therefore, p = 1 x and r = 1 y. 

The stationary state probabilities of the two-state Markov chain model in Figure 7.1b 

are expressed as: 

π =                                                             (7.1) 

π =                                                            (7.2) 

The probability of error (P ) is calculated according on the fact that an error occurs 

when a receiver receives a packet that is neither I packet nor P packet. P is given by: 

P = (1− k − h) ∗ (π + π )                                              (7.3) 

As shown in Equation 7.3, when the channel is lossless,P = 0 because k + h = 1.  

In UDP, the packet arrival rate in transmission (λ ) is equal to that of the traffic source 

(λ ). Both QR and IR scheduling experience rate increments as the senders should also 

retransmit the lost packet(s). Since retransmission is applied only to prioritized packets, 

the retransmission rate (ret) is determined by the probability of error of I packet.  

Let δ be the loss rate of I packets, then the retransmitted packet is δ. x where x is the 

average number of packets of I frames, as demonstrated in Figure 7.2. The loss rate (δ) 

is taken from the UDP probability of error. The number of the NACK packets in QR is 

equal to or θ times higher than in IR as its receiver may generate more than one NACK 

for multiple lost packets in one frame. Each NACK interruption results in an additional 

load for the receiver and sender. If the additional load is assumed to be proportional to 

the retransmitted content, the retransmission rate is tripled (3δx). The total arrival rate, 

λ =λ + ret, where ret = (1 + θ)3δx. θ = 0 for inter-frame and θ ≥ 0 for quick 

response. 
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(a). UDP model 

 

(b). QR NACK (BVS protocol) model 

 

(c). IR NACK (IR protocol) model 

Figure 7.2: Transport layer protocol model 

Since I frame size (L ) is often much higher than P frame size (L ), the arrival rates of 

traffic source (λ ) for both frame types are different. In order to obtain a more precise 

result, arrival rates were calculated for both packet types separately. The arrival rates 

depend on the maximum transfer size (byte ) of the WiMAX network for each SS. 

Let the frame rates of the source be fps, the arrival rates of I packet (λ ) is given by: 

λ =
( )

    
                                                        7.4 

The arrival rate for P packets (λ ) is: 

λ =                                                              7.5 

The value of retransmission request (ret ) depends on the type of the transport layer 

protocols. For UDP, ret = 0 as UDP does not retransmit the lost packets. IR 
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requires maximum one additional request for the retransmitted packet as it retransmits 

lost packet in a frame at once; ret = 1. BVS protocol requires at least one request 

for the retransmitted packets if NACK packets for the same frame arrive at the same 

WiMAX frame.  Otherwise, multiple NACKs for multiple losses in a frame result 

different requests. The BVS ret 1 + φ, where φ is the request increment caused by 

multiple NACKs. It is assumed that φ = 0.001, which means only 1 out of 1000 

multiple NACKs produces multiple requests. This assumption is considered as DL 

traffic consists largely of NACK packets. The φ value increases significantly when DL 

traffic is busy. 

TMC protocol uses IR in the upper layer. However, since bandwidth for the 

retransmitted packet is appended to the nearest request, the arrival rate for the 

retransmitted packets is 0 (ret = 0). 

7.4 WiMAX network model 
The WiMAX frame provides K-slots for bandwidth requests. The SSs contend in order 

to obtain bandwidth allocation. As shown in Figure 7.3, contention slots are located in 

the UL-sub-frame. BS informs SSs the successful request through the UL-MAP in the 

DL-sub-frame. Then, the SS with successful request sends its data in the respected UL 

burst of the UL-sub-frame. 

 

Figure 7.3: Request slots and their allocation 

A successful request determines the transmission’s success. Contention request analysis 

provided by [62] demonstrates that the probability of one transmission experiences 

collision is: 

p = 1 − (1 − π)                                                (7.6) 
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The probability that a mobile node transmits successfully a packet is expressed as [63]: 

p = π( π)
( π)

                                                   (7.7) 

The probability reduction caused by the increase of number of mobile nodes is 

considered. The greater the mobile node number, the lower the transmission probability. 

If the arrival rate (λ ) of each mobile node in random access environment is known, then 

the probability π that a node transmits a packet can be expressed as π = λ n⁄ , where n 

is the number of mobile nodes. The equation has been used by Q. Ni et al. [63] for 

random access in WiMAX environment analysis. Equation 7.7 can be rewritten as: 

p = ( / )
( / )

                                               (7.8) 

7.5 Packet loss 
If every error packet is considered as packet loss, then the total packet loss can be 

projected using Equations 7.3 and 7.8. The probability of error (P ) becomes: 

P = 1 − k. p ( ) − h. p ( ) ∗ (π + π )                  (7.9) 

Packet loss can be calculated as: 

Loss = (fps GOP⁄ ). x. (1 + δ). P ( ) + (fps− fps GOP⁄ ). y. P ( )      (7.10) 

The first component is I packet loss and the latter is P packet loss.P ( ) and P ( )are the 

probabilities of error based on arrival rates of I and P packets. 

7.6 Packet delay 
There are two main delay components: the delay that a packet suffers on the buffer of 

the mobile node, and medium access delay. Since buffer in SS is assumed to be large 

enough to store the generated video, simple M/M/1 system is used to calculate delay in 

SS. The waiting time (W ) is given by: 

W = µ
µ

                                                     (7.11) 

The service rate (µ) is determined by number of maximum requests allocated by 

network.  
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As shown in Figure 7.3, the access delay contains the request delay (d) and transmission 

delay (tx ). The request delay is computed based on the probability of the successful 

request. When the number of the SSs is higher than the contention slots, delay is given 

by [63]: 

d =
( )

, n = iK, i = 1,2, ..                                (7.12) 

Otherwise, 

d =
( )

, n < 퐾                                        (7.13) 

Constant fd is WiMAX frame duration. For UDP, BVS and IR, the transmission delay 

(tx) is equal to one WiMAX frame duration. For TMC protocol, when receiving NACK 

packet, MAC in SS requests bandwidth even though regular data are not available. 

Consequently, there is a delay reduction. The TMC transmission delay is given by: 

tx = fd. fps−                                              (7.14) 

7.7 Results of the analysis 
In order to analyze mathematically the proposed protocols, the assumptions were made 

for some variables. The application layer and MAC layer variables were obtained from 

previous simulations. The number of contention slots (K) is set to one, with frame 

duration of 4ms. First, only the case where GOP = 30 is considered; then, the number of 

SSs is varied from 1 to 10 and the performance parameters are plotted in Figure 7.4.  

The number of SSs was chosen based on the fact that with K = 1, the maximum arrival 

rate should be less than 
_

 to avoid frequent collision. This selection is 

sufficient to compare the performance of the proposed protocol. 

The behavior of the compared protocols for different number of SSs is given in Figure 

7.4. Since UDP transmits only the original load, the protocol experiences a low P . As 

expected, the proposed TMC protocol also has a low  P  as the ret bytes are transmitted 

in additional bandwidth. BVS and IR experience higher  P  as both protocols retransmit 

the lost packet(s) without additional bandwidth. As the number of SS increases, so does 

the error probability.  
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a. Probability of error 

 
b. Packet loss 

 
c. Delay 

Figure 7.4: Protocol performances for various numbers of SSs 
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All protocols have the same  P  for P packets as no retransmission applied to these 

packets. The  P  of P packets is higher than I packets because when using GOP=30, the 

average number of P packets (87 packets) is higher than of I packets (16 packets).  

 
a. Probability of error 

 
b. Packet loss 

 
c. Delay 

Figure 7.5: Transport layer protocol performances 
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Packet loss and delay increase when SSs transmit more bandwidth requests. BVS yields 

the higher packet loss as its bandwidth request increases by addition 1 + φ, followed by 

IR by factor 1. The TMC protocol produces the lowest packet loss and delay as TMC 

experience similar number of request as UDP and transmission delay reduces by 

factor fps−  . This behavior is desired as the aim of the proposed TMC protocol is 

to reduce delay and to increase video quality (packet loss reduction). 

Figure 7.5 plots the behavior protocols for various I-frame rates. The higher I-frame 

rates, the more frequent I-frame packets. P of I-frame packets increase whenI-frame rate 

increases. In contrast, P  of the P packets increase when I-frame rate decreases. Again, 

the proposed TMC protocol outperforms other protocols.  

7.8 Summary 
In this chapter, the application layer and the NACK-based protocols in the WiMAX 

environment were modeled. The application layer is modeled as the sequence of video 

packets with two conditions, sending I-frames’ packets and P-frames’ packets. The idle 

condition is ignored as packets from upper layer are hold in MAC buffer until data 

transmission. The NACK-based protocol is modeled with the retransmitted packets 

included. From those model, the steady state probabilities are then determined. Then, 

the probability values are inserted to the existing WiMAX model, where traffic sources 

are calculated based on the type of transport layer protocols. 

Delay comprises two parts: delay in buffer and delay in transmission. The buffer delay 

of each protocol is determined by the traffic rates. The transmission delay is determined 

by the number of bandwidth requests for each protocol.  

From the proposed model, packet loss is calculated from the probability of error. 

Consequently, packet loss and delay characteristics of the assessed protocols were 

obtained. GOP 30 was used as a sample to determine the impact of increasing number 

of SSs. Packet loss and delay increase exponentially when the number of SS increases. 

The P-frames experience the highest error probability as the number of P-frames is 

greater than the number of I-frames. 

For various I-frame rates, P-frames of each assessed protocols experience similar 

probability of error and packet loss rate. This is caused by the retransmission being 
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applied only for I-frames, which contribute largely to the total packet loss for each 

protocol.  

UDP experiences the most packet loss compared with other protocols as UDP does not 

make sufficient effort to avoid losses. TMC has the lowest packet loss as it not only 

retransmits the lost packets, but also utilizes the higher bandwidth. 

TMC protocol is superior in terms of delay, followed by UDP. TMC has lower delay 

than UDP as TMC utilizes more bandwidth. IR and BVS delays experience an almost 

identical delay. 
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Chapter 8 Experimental performance evaluation 
Experimental performance evaluation 

 

8.1 Introduction 
The objective of the chapter is to evaluate the feasibility of implementing the proposed 

method in a real network. Although each method assessment may experience different 

channel conditions over time, repeating the experiments may be adequate to represent 

the sample of network implementation. The experimental evaluations clarify the 

expectations and limitations offered by the WiMAX system, as well as the performance 

of the proposed methods. 

WiMAX experimental research has been conducted by academic researchers. 

Scalabrino [1] pioneered this using a real WiMAX network testbed with which to 

measure channel performance. Ruiz et al. [136] evaluated video performance within a 

fixed WiMAX connection and improved the quality of the received video by using the 

automatic video coding rate adjustment (AVCRA). Furthermore, Pentikousis et al. [137] 

investigated VoIP and video streaming on WiMAX systems with the Darwin Streaming 

Server in BS side; accessed by 2 SSs. Issa [138] used an attenuator to simulate channel 

losses between WiMAX devices. Some researchers combined WiMAX networks with 

existing networks, such as in [139]. Halepovic [139] experimented with Skype and real 

player applications on WiMAX. The observed server was connected to the WiMAX BS 

testbed via an internet connection that may contain other networks. 

This chapter presents an experimental evaluation for the proposed transport layer 

protocol and the application layer technique. Despite the effort to implement the MAC 

layer improvement in the experimental work, the proposed MAC methods outlined in 

Chapter 4, along with the transport-MAC cross-layer protocol, cannot be realized as 

access to the MAC of the existing WiMAX device is restricted. Transport layer protocol 

evaluation involves only video packet transmission, while the application layer 

technique involves video coding; therefore, video streamers for both layers are designed 

separately. 
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8.2 Experimental network 
The tests were performed using the experimental WiMAX network illustrated in Figure 

8.1, which contains 1 BS Aperto PM-3000 with two SSs PacketMax-120. The 

monitoring unit or video receiver PC is attached to the BS.   

The PacketMAX 3000 BS is part of the PacketMAX family produced by Aperto 

Networks [140] and the WiMAX device is certified by the WiMAX Forum. 

PacketMAX 3000 claims to be an economic solution using a physical space-saving 

design that is able to serve premium voice, multimedia and data services. The BS can 

operate as a single sector BS or as an operation within a multi-sector cell site. It 

supports fixed and nomadic WiMAX applications. PacketMAX 3000 operates in 

licensed and license-exempt bands under virtually all wireless conditions, including line 

of sight (LOS), obstructed LOS and non-LOS. Moreover, PacketMAX 3000 can serve 

as a wireless access point for hundreds of simultaneously active subscriber units, 

serving both outdoor and indoor applications. 

PacketMAX 120 is part of Aperto's PacketMAX 100 series subscriber units; it is 

compliant with IEEE 802.16-2004 standard [140]. PacketMAX 120 operates in 2 GHz, 

3 GHz, and 5 GHz bands using time division duplex (TDD). PacketMAX 120 can be 

deployed for both licensed and license-exempt applications, and it is an outdoor radio 

equipped with an integrated or optional external antenna for greater gain. 

In the experimental network, Aperto’s PacketMax-3000 uses a wireless sub-system 

(WSS); a BS radio PM-BSR-58 that operates within the spectrum of 5.8 GHz (5.725-

5.925GHz). The system has a channel width of 3 MHz to 7 MHz. The experiment 

configuration used 3.5 MHz channel width, UL and DL modulations are QPSK, and 

transmit power was 5 dBm. The WiMAX service used the best-effort service and the 

cyclic prefix was set to 1/16. 

The SSs used the internal antenna and was pointed towards the BS. The SS1 was 

located about 5 m from BS with a Constant Bit Rate (CBR) video streaming to the 

monitoring unit in BS. The SS2 was located about 20 m from BS, streaming the 

evaluated video source.  
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Figure 8.1: Transport layer protocol performances 

8.3 Transport layer protocol 

This thesis evaluates the proposed IR protocol and compared it with BVS and UDP. The 

proposed protocol and BVS are implemented by modifying the UDP packet and using 

two-way UDP connections: one for data stream and another for NACK transmission.  

8.3.1 Video streamer 

Video streamer was implemented using Java programming language. The NACK-based 

protocols are realized in the existing UDP protocol by adding additional 32 bytes header 

to the data part of the UDP protocol. To stream video data equally, zero bytes were 

added to UDP data. The packet structure is shown in Figure 8.2.  

 
Figure 8.2: Packet format of the transport protocols 

For each experiment, a 10-second MPEG4 video trace, Akiyo [32], is streamed 50 

times. Since the default java UDP streamer considers error packets as lost packets, the 

java video streamer was simplified by replacing video data with random bytes in order 

to minimize the video reading time involvement in end-to-end protocol performances. 

All nodes were synchronized using a network time protocol (NTP); NetTime [141]. 
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However, since the NTP accuracy varies between 10 and100 ms, it was difficult to 

compare packet delay from different computers. Therefore, only one video stream was 

evaluated. Experiments were repeated for different protocols and GOPs, and both 

packet loss and delay were measured. 

8.3.2 Experiment results 

The experiment goal is to further strengthen the simulation results in Section 5.2 and 

mathematical analysis in Chapter 7. Although the performances of the protocols are 

affected by the design of the software, the results present a sample of experimental 

approaches. Collected from 50 repetitions for each GOP, the experiment results are 

presented in Figure 8.3.  

 
(a) Packet loss 

 
(b) Packet delay                                

Figure 8.3: Protocol performance comparisons 
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Packet loss characteristics show that both NACK-based protocols are superior to UDP. 

The proposed IR protocol performs better than quick response, especially when I-frame 

rates are greater than 1.25. For I-frame rates smaller than 1.25, the three protocol 

performances vary.  

Figure 8.3b shows the packet delay comparison among the three protocols. Since video 

encoding and decoding process are not included, end-to-end delays are fewer than 

170ms. UDP dominates the lowest delay over almost all I-frame rates. Both BVS and 

IR protocol delays vary interchangeably. The delay differences are not significant due to 

the high bandwidth availability. However, the average delay of IR is slightly lower than 

BVS protocol, with values of 150.18 s and 150.64 s respectively. 

8.4 Transport layer protocol performance in 802.11 networks 
Since 802.11 networks are used widely in existing surveillance networks, the 

performance of the proposed protocol in 802.11 networks was also examined.  

 

Figure 8.4. Diagram of the experimental 802.11 network 

Experiments were conducted in a static environment where no other 802.11 network 

existed nearby. The assessment used the streamer design outlined in Section 8.3. The 

stream receiver was connected through the ethernet port of a TP-Link device, as 

illustrated in Figure 8.4. Three mobile computers sent video data wirelessly to the 

receiver. The experiment used 2 out of 3 mobile computers to generate CBR streams as 

background traffic, and one mobile computer to generate two video streams. The latter 

is evaluated.  

The average packet loss and delay values for the 50 repetitions are presented in Figure 

8.5. IR is able to reduce packet loss better than the existing protocols BVS and UDP. In 
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terms of delay, IR and BVS delay differences are not significant. UDP remains superior 

to other protocols. 

 
(a) Packet loss 

 
 (b) Packet delay    

Figure 8.5: Packet loss and delay in an 802.11 network 

8.5 Post-decoding error concealment techniques 

8.5.1 Streamer design 

The streamer employed well-known third-party software that is fast and easy to use; 

Ffmpeg, a cross-platform audio and video solution software [142] to process video. The 

Xuggle java wrapper software [143] bridges java programming language and Ffmpeg, 

enabling command execution in java code. Ffmpeg contains an encoder and decoder 
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that are able to work on many video coding types. The packet is in a compressed form 

and rearranged to suit serialized transmission. Additional headers are added to differ 

whether video or audio packets, as error concealment to both streams, are different. 

Figure 8.6 demonstrates the header arrangement. 

 
Figure 8.6: Header format 

Information regarding the error concealment method is inserted as an optional header. 

The header and data allocation are arranged either in bytes stream or as a serialized 

object. Byte arrangement results in less transmitted packet size, while serialized object 

provides more flexibility.   

The streaming used UDP protocol and maximized the Maximum Transmission Unit 

(MTU) as no intermediate router involved. Once UDP packets are received, they will be 

extracted and analyzed. As the received packet is in transmission-suit packet form, it 

should be rearranged to its original video packet before being decoded. If dropped 

packets are found, the error concealment will be applied. 

Table 8.1: The observed video in SS2 

Parameter Value 

Sequence 

Quality factor 
Frame rate 

Video codec/sequence 
Container 

Bit rate 
Maximum transfer unit 

Number of frames 
Resolution 

Blue sky 

31 
25 fps 

MPEG4/IPP 
AVI 

2631 kbps 
64000 bytes 

180 
1920x1080 

 

Differing from research performed in [1, 136, and 137], the experiment focuses on 

evaluating the single traffic source in SS2 to deliver high bit rate video. The application 

is intended for video surveillance systems with a high bit rate video streaming 
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application. The experiment uses blue sky, an HD video sequence taken from [152], 

with the codec details provided in Table 8.1. The video sequence was selected to suit a 

surveillance camera in either a fixed position or with fixed-period movement. 

The system’s background traffic in SS1 is video streaming using mpeg4 and mp3 codec 

in an AVI video container, transmitted using MoSES, UDP-based mobile streaming 

software designed by Gualdi [9] with a maximum bit rate of 200 kbps. The SS2 traffic 

is observed by repeating the experiment in several trials. The error concealment 

methods are applied if packet loss occurs. Lost packet and lost frame terms are used 

interchangeably as one frame fits into one packet. The number of frame loss, rate 

variation and PSNR video quality values are evaluated. 

8.5.2 Experiment results 

During the experiment, 12 trials of the streaming of 180 video frames were observed. 

The 180 frames are duplicated three times to be 540 frames in order to avoid the on-off 

transients and to mimic in-progress transmission. However, only the second 180 frame 

sequence was observed. Figure 8.7 draws from the 12 trials and shows three dropped 

packets in trial 3 frame-21, trial 6 frame-68 and trial 11 frame-115. This means that the 

packet loss rates in those trials are 1 of 180 packets (0.55%), while for the other 9 trials, 

the packet loss rates are 0%. 

 
Figure 8.7: The packet loss pattern; ‘1’ = accepted, ‘0’ = lost. 

This outcome confirms that the high MTU size does not always lead to higher packet 

loss; moreover, the examined link is point-to-point connection. It was also demonstrated 

by [136] that the smaller the number of concurrent connections, the smaller the number 

of dropped packets. 
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Figure 8.8: Rate variation 

The rate variation in each transmitted/received frame was measured as the number of 

transmitted/received bytes divided by the sent or received time differences between two 

consecutive frames.  

Figure 8.8 depicts the average rates for transmitted/received frames in all trials. I-frames 

generate more bytes, producing higher rates for both sending and receiving rates, while 

P-frames have smaller bytes, producing smaller rates. P-frames have a higher sending 

rate than the receiving rate due to the higher frame processing time for the receiver than 

the sender. The receiver should move the received packets from the UDP buffer to the 

application memory, as the UDP buffer size is limited.  

Conversely, when processing I-frames, the receiving rate is higher than that of the 

sending rate. The processing time in the receiver is not sensitive to packet size; a higher 

frame size within the received packet leads to a higher receiving rate. This demonstrates 

that the I-frames utilize the WiMAX link better than P-frames.  

The average sending rate is 470.35 kBps or 3762.8 kbps and the average receiving rate 

is 340.81 kBps or 2726.48 kbps. This means that the link is able to accommodate the 

transmitted 2631 kbps video. In relation to the lost packet, it is not caused necessarily 

by the network; the end node characteristics, such as processor, may also contribute 

[101]. The post-decoding lost frame error concealment methods are applied to dropped 

packets. The PSNR performance of each concealed packet is given in Table 8.2.   
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Table 8.2: PSNR Performance of post-decoding error concealment 

Concealed 

frame 

Non-

Error 

Error concealment methods 

FC Inline Referenced CR Combine Pattern 

21 35.1205 26.18122 35.1205 33.0793038 26.18122 26.199558 29.74231 

68 37.02699 23.80111 37.02699 33.8171658 24.27474 25.506293 27.71688 

115 36.07375 24.99117 36.07375 33.4482348 25.22798 25.852925 28.72959 

 

The inline frame copy method applied to fixed and fixed-motion camera replaces the 

lost packets using a previous co-located frame. Consequently, when no change is 

detected, the concealed frame quality is similar to an error-free condition. The CR 

method performs the same or better than FC method. While combined and patterned 

partial FC methods generate better PSNR performances than basic FC and CR, the 

referenced partial FC is superior to other methods; however, the method adds more 

payloads to UDP packets. 

8.6 Summary 

This chapter has presented an experimental assessment of the proposed methods, IR 

protocol and post-decoding error concealment techniques, to improve video surveillance 

applications over a WiMAX network.  

The experiment has shown that even though WiMAX offers high bandwidth 

connectivity, packet loss still exists. The experimental work has proven the positive 

outcome of the proposed methods in reducing packet loss. 

IR is able to reduce packet loss better than the existing BVS protocol. Although delay of 

both protocols is not significant, this is as a result of the high bandwidth availability. 

The experiment also showed that IR not only works well in a WiMAX network, but also 

in a 802.11 environment. 

The experiment demonstrated that post-decoding lost frame concealment methods can 

be used as the last method of improving the PSNR of the received video. The methods 

increase PSNR up to 10 dB over frame copy method for non-static images. Although 
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those frame copy-based methods improve only the PSNR of lost frame, their PSNR 

performance improvement are comparable to MV methods.  
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Chapter 9 Conclusion 
Conclusion 

 

9.1 Summary 

In this thesis, multi-layer improvements on WiMAX based video surveillance have been 

investigated, including MAC, transport and application layers. To increase the 

surveillance performance, some methods have been proposed in each layer. 

The evaluation of the existing and proposed methods is performed using simulation 

tools. The NS-2 simulator with an external NIST WiMAX module has been used to 

evaluate MAC and transport layer techniques, while JM15.0 H.264/AVC reference 

software was employed to evaluate the application layer technique. Mathematical 

analysis is also provided for transport layer protocols. To verify the simulation and 

analysis results, experimental works were conducted for transport and application 

layers. 

MAC layer adjustment, which includes service class architecture, bandwidth request 

mechanism and scheduling algorithms, has been developed in Chapter 4. All SSs in a 

dedicated surveillance network generate video traffic. Normally, only the rtPS service 

class is utilized, while the UGS, ertPS, nrtPS and BE are not used. However, since the 

rtPS service uses the unicast bandwidth request, the polling service degrades the overall 

performance. Instead of using rtPS service class, this thesis suggests BE service class is 

employed to serve all SSs; the UGS, ertPS, nrtPS and rtPS are deactivated. The revised 

service architecture is referred as to as flat BE service. The proposed architecture 

successfully decreases packet delay up to 1.06s and reduces packet loss up to 38%.   

In order to benefit from the uniform SS requirements that have similar packet 

characteristics, the bandwidth request mechanism and the scheduler algorithms are 

designed to prioritize important packets. This thesis considers that I-frame packets are 

prioritized, which means the I-frame packet from one SS is considered more important 

than the non-I-frame packet of the other SS. The proposed bandwidth request 

mechanism behaves differently to those packets. A contention bandwidth request is 
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employed to serve prioritized packets and a piggybacking method is adopted for non-

prioritized packets. Since the competitors in contention request are reduced (only for 

prioritized packets), the contention window is deducted to reduce request delay. Since 

the non-prioritized frame size varies, a piggybacked bandwidth request uses the average 

frame size value. This approach reduces the bandwidth request delay successfully, on 

average, 39.4 ms lower than contention request and 3.22 ms lower than piggybacking 

method. 

The scheduler algorithm in BS determines which node is granted bandwidth. Since the 

I-frame packet is prioritized, the proposed schedulers directly allocate bandwidth when 

the request is for I-frame packets; otherwise, the request is postponed until there are no 

more requests for the same allocation. In order to reduce scheduling time, the proposed 

scheduler avoids sorting process. Therefore, RR and FIFO are modified as neither are 

sorting schedulers. The proposed scheduling algorithms are referred to as RR and FIFO-

based non-sorting packet-aware schedulers. The proposed schedulers are able to 

maintain the quality of the received video as I-frame packets receive higher bandwidth 

priority. On average, the proposed RR and FIFO based schedulers improve PSNR 

performance about 0.94 dB and 1.18 dB over the frame based scheduler. 

Transport layer improvement is developed in Chapter 5. An effective NACK scheduling 

is proposed to enhance retransmission protocol. Further, congestion delay, which 

prioritizes the retransmitted packet, is applied as a simple congestion control. The 

proposed protocol is called the IR protocol. Evaluations in both WiMAX and WiFi 

networks reveal the capability of the proposed protocol by reducing packet delay up 10 

ms and packet loss up to 0.15% over the existing retransmission protocol.  

In order to allocate sufficient bandwidth for the retransmitted packets, an early 

bandwidth request mechanism in MAC layer is introduced. The bandwidth increment is 

achieved by adding the retransmitted bytes from the NACK packet to the earliest 

bandwidth request. This method is able to improve the performance of IR and BVS 

protocols significantly. On average, the proposed method decreases IR delay at least 

14.3% and BVS delay at least 12.6 %. The method also increases video performances of 

IR protocol 2.22 dB and BVS protocol 5.13 dB.    
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Mathematical analysis that combines application, transport and MAC layers is proposed 

in Chapter 7. The application layer stream is modelled in a two-state Markov model. 

Packet arrangement is adjusted according to the transport layer protocol. This model is 

then inserted in the WiMAX model, whereby packet loss and delay are derived.  

Application layer improvement is developed by implementing the rateless code and 

post-decoding error concealment techniques detailed in Section 6. Rateless code is 

applied as an application layer redundancy with transmission time adjustment. The 

results show that the rateless code is able to improve the video performance, mainly 

when the channel is erroneous. On average, the rateless code increases TMC video 

performance about 1.34 dB. Post-decoding error concealment techniques are considered 

the last means by which to tackle packet loss. The proposed error concealment 

techniques are based on the frame copy method. The techniques can be combined with 

existing methods as the proposed methods are applied just before the image is rendered 

on-screen. The methods increase FC performance up to 6.64 dB. 

Assessment of the selected proposed methods in an experimental network is described 

in Chapter 8. The experiment evaluations were applied to transport layer protocols and 

error concealment techniques. The experiments were limited to methods that do not 

involve MAC layer because this type of access to existing WiMAX devices is restricted. 

The assessments confirm the performance yielded from the simulation and 

mathematical analysis.  

9.2 Future work 
Plenty of opportunities remain to enhance the performance of WiMAX as a surveillance 

network. The following sections outline several suggestions for future work. 

9.2.1 MAC layer 
The proposed bandwidth request mechanism implements a contention request for I-

frame. Contention window modification is chosen to minimize deviation from the 

standard. However, many works suggest alternative methods that differ greatly from the 

standard, especially if it is applied by the hardware manufacturer. Therefore, the 

opportunity to increase bandwidth request performance is still wide open. 
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When designing the schedulers, it is assumed that all nodes have similar video 

characteristics. However, video surveillance generated by SS may vary, as each 

surveillance point may have different requirements. For instance, a fixed camera may 

satisfy one surveillance area, but others may require a moving camera. Room 

surveillance may need lower positioning than street surveillance. Camera position may 

require rate adjustment. Considering these characteristics when designing the schedulers 

may increase WiMAX performance for video surveillance application.  

9.2.2 Transport layer protocol 
This thesis evaluates transport layer protocol performance in WiMAX network with a 

single BS. Surveillance network may consist of only one BS, but it can also be in the 

form of networks. SSs may move from one BS to another. The performance of the 

proposed protocol could be improved for wider networks that involve handover and 

routing processes. 

9.2.3 Application layer techniques 

Post-decoding error concealment techniques are implemented based on the frame copy 

method. This method was chosen because of its simplicity, and it was considered as a 

final solution before the video is rendered on-screen. Most error concealment techniques 

focus on MV. Implementing the proposed method, mainly techniques that require 

processing prior transmission, in MV might increase the performance of the error 

concealment technique. 

Furthermore, as outlined in Section 2.6, application layer techniques are not limited to 

those developed in Chapter 7. Other methods in the application layer may be able to 

contribute to the performance enhancement of a WiMAX-based surveillance system. 
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Appendix 1The NS-2 implementation 

The NS-2 implementation 

 

1. The modified files 
In order to implement the proposed methods, changes should be performed in some NS-

2 files, mainly the files that consist of C++ programs. The following is the list of files 

involved in the proposed method implementation. 

- udp.cc and udp.h; both files consist of C++ scripts for UDP, both sender and 

receiver routines. Those files are modified and saved as IR.cc and IR.h. 

- packet.h; this file accommodates codes for packet header. 

- agent.cc and agent.h; the files register all agent used in NS-2. 

- ns-default.tcl; it initiates default values for constants and variables. 

- makefile.in; it contains lists of instructions and files for C++ compilation.  

- mac.cc and mac.h; mac files represent medium access layer functionalities in 

NS-2. 

- mac802_16BS.cc and mac802_16BS.h; these files consist of codes for NIST 

WiMAX BS module. The next listed files are parts of NIST WiMAX modules. 

- mac802_16SS.cc and mac802_16SS.h; these files consist of codes for NIST 

WiMAX SS module. 

- contentionrequest.cc and contentionrequest.h deal with contention request 

mechanism. 

- wimaxscheduler.cc and wimaxscheduler.h; these files deal with BS and SS 

scheduling. 

- bsscheduler.cc and bsscheduler.h; these files deal with BS scheduling. 

- ssscheduler.cc and ssscheduler.h; these files deal with SSs scheduling. 

- connection.cc and connection.h; these files contain C++ code for connections 

established between BS and SSs. 
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- Peernode.cc and peernode.h; these files contains C++ code for methods and 

variables used by SSs. 

2. Transport layer protocol implementation 

2.1. Inter-frame retransmission. 
The proposed protocol script is realized by modifying the existing UDP C++ files in 

application directory /ns-2.31/apps. The new C++ files are IR.cc and IR.h. The resource 

ID in the opening scripts should be changed to protocol file name:  

static const char rcsid[] = "@(#) $Header: /cvsroot/nsnam/ns-2/apps/IR.cc.  

Before applying methods of the proposed protocol in IR.cc and IR.h, the proposed 

protocol should be introduced to ns simulator as a new transport layer agent. The agent 

is linked to ns program by adding the following scripts into packet.h file in directory 

/ns-2.31/common. 

enum packet_t { 

 PT_TCP, 

 PT_UDP, 

 PT_IR, //added 

and 

class p_info { 

public: 

 p_info() { 

  name_[PT_TCP]= "tcp"; 

  name_[PT_UDP]= "udp"; 

  name_[PT_IR]= "IR"; //added 

  name_[PT_CBR]= "cbr"; 

  name_[PT_AUDIO]= "audio"; 

In order to enable protocol execution, those IR.cc and IR.h should be registered in 

makefile.in for compilation proposed. The file names are added in script: 

OBJ_CC = \ 

 tools/random.o 
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 tools/rng.o 

 tools/ranvar.o 

 common/misc.o 

 common/timer-handler.o 

 apps/IR.o //added 

New parameters are introduced in the proposed protocol. Those parameters can be 

categorized as common information or protocol headers depending upon the 

requirement. Common information regarding the application layer data such as 

frame_type, frame_size and packet_nb may be added to common packet header. The 

frame_type is to indicate what video frame the packet is part of. The frame_size shows 

the byte number of the video frame and packet_nb is the number of packets for 

transporting the frame. Those parameters are inserted in struct hdr_cmn in file packet.h 

which is located in directory /ns-2.31/common. The following is part of the modified 

code: 

struct hdr_cmn { 

 enum dir_t { DOWN= -1, NONE= 0, UP= 1 }; 

 packet_t ptype_;  

 int uid_;   

 int error_;   

 int errbitcnt_;  

 int frame_type;//added 

 double frame_size;  // added 

 double frame_nb; //added 

Protocol header which contains some parameters is defined in file IR.h. Since the 

protocol introduces two packets: IR packet and NACK packet, there are two types of 

protocol headers: IR header and NACK header. The following scripts show the header 

implementation in IR.h file. 

struct hdr_IR { 

 u_int32_t srcid_; 

 int seqno_; 

 double sendtime_; 
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 double rectime_; 

 int lastpacket_; 

 int retryCount_; 

 u_int32_t&srcid() { return (srcid_); }  

 int& retryCount() { return (retryCount_); } 

 static int offset_; 

 inline static int& offset() { return offset_; }  

 inline static hdr_IR* access(const Packet* p) { return (hdr_IR*) p->access(offset_);} 

}; 

struct hdr_NACK { 

 u_int32_t srcid_; 

 int seqno_; 

 double sendtime_; 

 double rectime_; 

 int lastpacket_; 

 int retryCount_;  

 int losslist[20]; 

 u_int32_t&srcid() { return (srcid_); } 

 int& retryCount() { return (retryCount_); } 

 static int offset_; 

 inline static int& offset() { return offset_; } 

 inline static hdr_NACK* access(const Packet* p) { 

 return (hdr_NACK*) p->access(offset_);} 

}; 

The protocol headers are designed to carry information from both the sender and the 

receiver. In the proposed IR protocol, the parameter seqno_ determines packet 

sequence, sendtime_ and rectime_ are for delay calculation, lastpacket_ defines either 

packet is the last packet within a frame, retryCount flags either the retransmitted packet 

or not and losslist records indices of the lost packets. 
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IR class is declared as a new agent in IR.h.All constant and methods in IR.cc are 

defined in IR.h. Since IR is a transport layer agent, it extends class Agent. 

class IRAgent; 

class IRAgent : public Agent { 

public: 

 friend class IRAgent(); IRAgent(packet_t); 

 virtual void sendmsg(int nbytes, const char *flags = 0) 

 { 

  sendmsg(nbytes, NULL, flags); 

 } 

 virtual void sendmsg(int nbytes, AppData* data, const char *flags = 0); 

 virtual void recv(Packet* pkt, Handler*); 

 virtual int command(int argc, const char*const* argv);  

 virtual void addloss(int start, int last); 

 virtual void resend(); 

 //additional public constants and variables 

protected: 

 //additional protected constants and variables 

}; 

Default values for constants and variables should be determined. These values are 

declared in file ns-packet.tcl in directory ns-2.31/tcl/lib. The following is a sample of 

default value declaration. 

Agent/IR set retryCount_ 0 

Agent/IR set offset_ 0 

Agent/IR set lastreceived 0 

Agent/IR set lastpacket_ 0 

The implementation of the proposed IR protocol without congestion delay option in 

IR.cc is shown in the following scripts and flowcharts. 
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Constructor: 

IRAgent::IRAgent() : Agent(PT_IR) 

{ 

 bind("packetSize_", &size_); //binding packetSize_ parameter in C++ and size_ in tcl. 

} 

IRAgent::IRAgent(packet_t type) : Agent(type) 

{ 

 bind("packetSize_", &size_); //binding packetSize_ parameter in C++ and size_ in tcl. 

} 

The send method (void IRAgent::send(Packet* pkt, Handler *h)) and the receive method (void 

IRAgent::recv(Packet* pkt, Handler *h)) flowcharts are shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: The sender and receiver methods of the proposed IR 
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Congestion delay prioritizes sending the retransmitted packet rather than the regular 

one. Therefore, the protocols requires timer to postpone regular retransmission if lost 
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last_packet;
Copy packet for retx;

Send_packet;

Idle()

Generate trace;

Create packet;
Load_data;

Y

N

n=0?

Y

N

Insert in header:
last_packet;

Start the method
IRAgent::recv()

recvtime_ = 
scheduler::instance().clock(); 

Generate trace;

Input from 
MAC layer: pkt

Record loss indices

Idle()

Create NACK;
sendNACK;

Y

N

Send to app

Seq>last+1?
Prioritized?

retryCount=0?

Last=seq retryCount=0?

Y

N

last_packet?
Prioritized?

Y

N
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performed. Once timer is expired, regular packet transmission continuous. The 

following scripts show how to implement the timer. The timer is initiated in file IR.h. 

class CDTimer : public TimerHandler { 

public: 

 CDTimer(IRAgent* t) : TimerHandler(), t_(t) {} 

 inline virtual void expire(Event*); 

 protected: IRAgent* t_; 

}; 

class IRAgent : public Agent { 

public: 

 friend class CDTimer; IRAgent(); IRAgent(packet_t); //inserted 

protected: 

 CDTimer cb_timer; //inserted 

} 

Constructor implementation in IR.cc: 

IRAgent::IRAgent() : Agent(PT_IR), cb_timer(this) 

{ 

 bind("packetSize_", &size_); //binding packetSize_ parameter in C++ and size_ in tcl. 

} 

IRAgent::IRAgent(packet_t type) : Agent(type), cb_timer(this) 

{ 

 bind("packetSize_", &size_); //binding packetSize_ parameter in C++ and size_ in tcl. 

} 

The CDTimer::expire and The execution_method are added and in IR.cc: 

void CDTimer::expire(Event*) 

{ 

 //Executed method if timer is expired  

 t->execution_method; 

} 
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2.3. Transport layer redundancy 
Transport layer redundancy uses a timer to transmit redundancy. The IR.cc script for 

redundant transmission is similar to previous codes, except the send method is 

duplicated as an execution method. Timer is set to transmit in 50% of inter-frame time. 

When timer is expired, the execution method is called and the redundant packet is 

transmitted. The redundant packet retryCount is set to 1, so the lost redundant packet is 

not retransmitted. 

3. MAC layer implementation 

3.1. Transport-MAC cross-layer protocol 
The MAC cross-layer functional in the proposed protocol detects NACK packet sent by 

SSs to request retransmission. After detecting NACK packet, MAC layer reads how 

many packet requested by NACK packet. In order to do so, MAC layer module in 

WiMAX base station should be able to distinguish NACK packet from other type of 

packets. The following script is added in mac802_16SS.cc. This NACK detection will 

work if NACK packet creation in the sender adds parameter requested packet_ in IR.cc 

and IR.h. 

void Mac802_16SS::receive ()  

{  

 assert (pktRx_);  

 struct hdr_cmn *ch = HDR_CMN(pktRx_);  

 if (ch->ptype()==PT_NACK)  

 lost_=ch->requestedpacket_; 

 . 

 . 

 . 

} 

and   in mac802_16SS.h 

protected: 

 int lost_; 
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After NACK request is detected, SS should add the number of the requested bytes in the 

nearest bandwidth request in ssscheduler.cc. The addition will increase the requested 

bandwidth to transport the retransmitted packet(s). 

/**  

 * Create a request for the given connection  

 */  

void SSscheduler::create_request (Connection *con)  

{  

 if (con->queueLength()==0)  

  return; //queue is empty  

 else if (mac_->getMap()->getUlSubframe()->getBw_req()->getRequest  

  (con->get_cid())!=NULL) {  

  debug2 ("At %f in Mac %d already pending requests for cid=%d\n",  

  NOW, mac_->addr(), con->get_cid());  

  return; //there is already a pending request  

 }  

 Int addBW = mac_->lost; //obtain NACK detection result  

 Packet *p= mac_->getPacket();  

 hdr_cmn* ch = HDR_CMN(p);  

 bw_req_header_t *header = (bw_req_header_t *)&(HDR_MAC802_16(p)->header);  

 header->ht=1;  

 header->ec=1;  

 header->type = 1;  

 header->br = con->queueByteLength() + addBW*1076; //Adding additional bytes. 

 header->cid = con->get_cid();  

 . 

 .  

 mac_->lost=0; //Reset additional bandwidth to ensure increment occurs only once. 

} 
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3.2. Bandwidth request mechanism 
The proposed bandwidth request uses two request methods: reduced contention window 

for prioritized packets and piggyback method for non-prioritized packets. The first stage 

is to detectthe prioritized request and implement reduced window contention request for 

it. Contention window in contentionrequest.cc is modified. 

ContentionRequest::ContentionRequest (ContentionSlot *s, Packet *p) 

{ 

 assert (s); 

 assert (p); 

 s_=s; 

 mac_ = s_->map_->getMac(); 

 window_ = s_->getBackoff_start(); 

 nb_retry_ = 0; 

 p_=p; 

 backoff_timer_ = new WimaxBackoffTimer (this, mac_); 

 timeout_timer_ = new ContentionTimer (this); 

 hdr_cmn* ch = HDR_CMN(p); 

 if(ch->frametype_==1){ //if contention is applied if packet is prioritized 

  window_=0.5*window_;//contention window is reduced 

 } 

 . 

 . 

 . 

} 

Once SS receives bandwidth allocation, SS compares the allocated bandwidth to its 

buffer length. If data in buffer is greater than the allocated bandwidth, piggybacking is 

required. The script is implemented in transfer_packet method in file 

wimaxscheduler.cc. 

int WimaxScheduler::transfer_packets (Connection *c, Burst *b, int b_data) 

{ 
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 Packet *p; 

 hdr_cmn* ch; 

 hdr_mac802_16 *wimaxHdr; 

 double txtime, txtime2; 

 int txtime_s; 

 bool pkt_transfered = false; 

 OFDMPhy *phy = mac_->getPhy(); 

 int bufferlength=c->queueByteLength(); //check buffer length.  

  p = c->get_queue()->head(); 

. 

 . 

 . 

 if(max_data<HDR_MAC802_16_SIZE||(c->getFragmentationStatus()!=FRAG_NOFRAG 

&&max_data<HDR_MAC802_16_SIZE +  HDR_MAC802_16_FRAGSUB_SIZE)){ 

  ch->piggy_=bufferlength-b_data;// set piggybacked bytes. 

  return b_data; 

 } 

 .  

 . 

 . 

} 

Besides video data, WiMAX also sends management data which is separated from 

video data. Therefore the following scripts are added. 

if (b_data>manage.size){ 

 ch->piggy_=bufferlength-b_data+AvFrameSize; 

}else{ 

 ch->piggy_=0; 

} 
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If video data size is greater than manage.size, piggyback is performed and the predicted 

next frame size should be added. Otherwise, contention request is applied for the next 

data and scheduled by implementing the following script in file ssscheduler.cc. 

/** 

 * Schedule bursts/packets 

 */ 

void SSscheduler::schedule () 

{ 

. 

 . 

 . 

 //check UL sub-frame to find the SS allocation (simplified code) 

 for (int index = 0 ; index < map->getUlSubframe()->getNbPdu (); index++) { 

  //check basic, primary and secondary connection 

  b = map->getUlSubframe()->getPhyPdu (index)->getBurst (0); 

  if (peer->getBasic(OUT_CONNECTION)!= NULL) { 

   b_data = mac_->getScheduler()->transfer_packets  

   (peer->getBasic(OUT_CONNECTION), b, b_data); 

  } 

  if (peer->getPrimary(OUT_CONNECTION)!= NULL){ 

   b_data = mac_->getScheduler()->transfer_packets  

   (peer->getPrimary(OUT_CONNECTION), b, b_data);} 

  if (peer->getSecondary(OUT_CONNECTION)!= NULL){ 

   b_data = mac_->getScheduler()->transfer_packets  

   (peer->getSecondary(OUT_CONNECTION), b, b_data);} 

  if (peer->getOutData()!=NULL){ 

   b_data = mac_->getScheduler()->transfer_packets  

   (peer->getOutData(), b, b_data);} 

  if(b_data<manage.size){ 

   mac_->cr=0; 

  } 
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 } 

 . 

 . 

 . 

} 

After finding the allocated slot in UL and checking data sent in all connections, SS 

generates contention request for the next incoming data if mac_->cr=0. Contention 

request is also generated if the incoming data is higher than the average size of non-

prioritized frame. The following script is applied in the same file. 

if (mac_->y==0 || peer->getBasic(OUT_CONNECTION)->queueByteLength() > AvFrameSize) 

 create_request (peer->getBasic(OUT_CONNECTION));} 

if (mac_->y==0||peer->getPrimary(OUT_CONNECTION)->queueByteLength()> AvFrameSize) 

 create_request (peer->getPrimary(OUT_CONNECTION));} 

if (mac_->y==0||peer->getSecondary(OUT_CONNECTION)->queueByteLength()> AvFrameSize) 

 create_request (peer->getSecondary(OUT_CONNECTION));} 

if (mac_->y==0||peer->getOutData()->queueByteLength()> AvFrameSize) 

 create_request (peer->getOutData());} 

When receiving data from SS, BS checks either piggyback is requested. Therefore, a 

script is inserted in BS mac layer which is in file mac802_16BS.cc. If piggyback request 

exists, the requested bytes are added in existing connection. 

/** 

 * Process the fully received packet 

 */ 

void Mac802_16BS::receive () 

{ 

 assert (pktRx_); 

 struct hdr_cmn *ch = HDR_CMN(pktRx_); 

 . 

 . 
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 . 

 //if piggyback!=0, allocate BW in current connection 

 if(HDR_CMN(pktRx_)->piggy_>0){ 

  debug ("piggyback = %d\n", HDR_CMN(pktRx_)->piggy_);  

  con->setBw(HDR_CMN(pktRx_)->piggy_ & 0x7FFFF ); 

 } 

 . 

 . 

 . 

} 

3.3. Scheduling algorithms 
The proposed schedulers are implemented by modifying schedule method in file 

bssscheduler.cc. The following is the implementation of round robin based scheduler. 

/** 

 * Schedule bursts/packets 

 */ 

void BSScheduler::schedule () 

{ 

 . 

 . 

 . 

PeerNode *tp[10];  //Array to store non prioritized request 

int index =0; 

peer = mac_->getPeerNode (nextUL_);  //Retrieve peer from UL 

if (peer == NULL) //If the node is not here, starts from the beginning 

 peer = mac_->getPeerNode_head();  

if (peer) { //if peer active, check all peers 

 for (int i=0; i<mac_->getNbPeerNodes() && ulduration < maxulduration ;i++) {    

  if (peer->getReqBw()>0&&!getMac()->isPeerScanning  

(peer->getAddr())) { //Check if peer has request 
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  if(peer->ft_!=1){ //If peer requests non-prioritized traffic 

  tp[index]=peer; //then keep the request 

  index++; 

  }else{ //If it is the prioritized one, then process its request  

    . 

    .  //Bandwidth allocation scripts 

    . 

   } 

  } 

 } 

 if(i==mac_->getNbPeerNodes()-1 && index>0){ //If all peers have been check 

 for(int k=0;k<index && ulduration < maxulduration;k++){   

//lets serve non prioritized request 

  peer=tp[k]; 

  . 

  .  //Bandwidth allocation scripts 

  . 

 }  

 //Start from beginning 

 peer = peer->next_entry(); 

 if (peer == NULL) 

 peer = mac_->getPeerNode_head(); 

 if (peer) 

 nextUL_ = peer->getAddr(); //go to next one 

 else 

 nextUL_ = -1; //will go the the beginning of the list 

} 

} 

FIFO based scheduler is also implemented in the same method and file. 

PeerNode *tp[10]; //Array to store non prioritized request 
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int index=0; 

bool prioritized = false; 

int next = mac_->next; //Retrieve the first incoming peer 

if(next!=0){ 

 peer = mac_->getPeerNode (next-1); 

 mac_->next=0;   

}else{ 

 peer = mac_->getPeerNode (nextUL_); //If no incoming peer, retrieve the next one 

} 

if (peer == NULL) //if the peer is not here, lets start from the beginning 

 peer = mac_->getPeerNode_head(); 

if (peer) { 

 for (int i=0; i<mac_->getNbPeerNodes() && ulduration < maxulduration ;i++) { 

  if (peer->getReqBw()>0 && !getMac()->isPeerScanning (peer->getAddr())) { 

   //Store non prioritized request 

   if(peer->ft_!=1){ 

    tp[index]=peer; 

    index++; 

   }else{ 

    . 

    .  //Bandwidth allocation scripts 

    . 

   } 

  } 

 } 

 //Proses delayed request 

 if((prioritized || i==mac_->getNbPeerNodes()-1) && index>0){ 

  for(int k=0;k<index && ulduration < maxulduration;k++){ 

   peer = tp[k]; 

   . 

   .  //Bandwidth allocation scripts 
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   .                 

  } 

 } 

 if(mac_->next!=0){ 

  peer = mac_->getPeerNode (mac_->next-1); 

 }else{ 

  peer = peer->next_entry(); 

 } 

 if (peer == NULL) 

  peer = mac_->getPeerNode_head(); 

 if (peer) 

  nextUL_ = peer->getAddr(); //go to next one 

 else 

  nextUL_ = -1; //will go the the beginning of the list 

 }       

} 


